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Prei,Ice

Effective consumerism is the name of the game. The National
Association of the Deaf. the leading consumer organization of
the deaf. is to lie commended for initiating this action to increase
the effectiveness and involvement and thus the influence of deaf
leadership in the planning and development of programs affecting
the welfare of the (leaf community.

In this workshop to develop guidelines on deaf leadership
training for community interaction, the NAL) has demonstrated
clearly the commitment of deaf people to improve their skills in
meaningful consumer roles.

The Rehabilitation Services Administration is strongly oriented
to consumerism. It continually seeks opportunity to share thinking
with consumer groups on their needs and their problems. It recog-
nizes with appreciation this movement to train deaf leadership for
productive community interaction.

Edward Newman
Co m m issinner
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I' ore u ord

Community interaction for deaf people is not just a euphe-
mism but a necessity if they are ever to take their rightful place
in society. It implies mutual acceptance. signifies giving as wi_I! as
getting. and serving as well as being served. This interaction will
not start by itself. nor will it be initiated by hearing people; it
will have to be started by deaf people themselves, because although
tremendous strides toward understanding have peen made in
the last two decades, very few hearing people appreciate the full
significance of a severe hearing impairment and the handicaps it
imposes. The responsibility for the first step toward meaningful
interaction lies with dea. 'eadership at the local level.

In 1963, the National Association of the Deaf, sensing the need
for training deaf leaders and potential leaders for active roles
within their own communities, proposed a workshop that would
bring together established leaders of the hearing community to
train deaf people from throughout the States in the special tech-
niques and mechanics needed to interact with the hearing com-
munity and to utilize effectively available community resources.

Financial support was sought from the Rehabilitation Services
Administration and a planning meeting in Salt Lake City. Utah.
April 11 and 12. 1968. laid the groundwork for one of the most
innovative and successful workshops in the area of the deaf in
recent years.

At the workshop. held in Salt Lake City. August 13-16. 1969.
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70 trainees from 31 states joined with a distinguished faculty and
veteran resource persons to evolve this manual. The trainees.
most of whom were new to the workshop circuit, represented
many ethnic, cultural, educational groups and philosophies, and
were chosen more on the basis of potential and grassroots leader-
ship qualities than on professional credentials. Their enthusiasm
and fresh perspectives more than justified this innovation. Simi-
larly. the faculty, while it included names well known in the area
of the deaf, was chosen more on the basis of knowledge of the
assigned topics than previous contacts with the deaf.

Another innovative aspect of the workshop was the logistics
of movement, designed for the development of better group dy-
namics in a short time. The trainees remained at the same tables
throughout the workshop, with the instructor-recorder teams
moving from group to group to present their s-ubieets. In this way,
the trainees had time to become acquainted and more comfortable
with each other and the recorders came to know the instructor
and his topics better.. The instructors were able to react with
more individuals. and every trainee had a chance to question the
instructor.

This blend of enthusiasm, desire and know-how generated the
practical. down-to-earth advice which is incorporated into this
manual with the hope that it will inspire and guide "grassroots"
leaders to accept the challenge of community interaction.
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Many people had a hand in the workshop and this manual.
It is impossible to list them :111. but recognition should be given to
Dr. Vaughn I,. Hall and Phillip R. Clinger of the Utah State
Division of Vocational Rehabilitation, who gave the project their
wholehearted support from beginning to .end; Vic Galloway.
director. and Ernest Hairston, Alice Beardsley, Leon Curtis.
Betty Lankenau, Bill and Lorine Peterson. Walter Brown. Frank
Gattas and Norm Tully. who set the tone for the workshop with
a series of illuminating -blackouts"; and. especially, to Robert G.
Sanderson. who during his term as president of the National
Association of the Deaf, first proposed such a workshop, and
pushed and watchdogged the project every step of the way.
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It is an honor and a pleasure to welcome each one of you to this
Leadership Training. For Comnumity Interaction Workshop in
Salt Lake City. Utah. This workshop i..: sponsored by the National
Association of the Deaf under a grant from the Rehabilitation
Services Administration.

Some of the most experienced people available have been asked
to help you develop potential leadership qualities and go about
obtaining services that your people need. These experts are very
busy people who are giving valuable time, upon which there art
many demands, to be with us.

Do not waste a minute of your time while here: make good use
of it every chance you get. Ask questions. discu.-ts problems, speak
out about your frustrations and make every effort to obtain the
information that you need. I-am sure our faculty will be more than
pleased to help you.

Sy your presence here, you have already signified your interest
and desire to cooperate with the people hack home to obtain
improved status for the deaf community. Mark my wordsyou
will be watched closely by eery e and they will expect you to
grow in leadership qt Wrcanott 'creased value to your state
and national associa ions after you leave here.

Hence. you cannot expect- to spend the next three days just
sitting on your hantl and seeing how a workshop is conducte.1,
even though I am l re it is a new experience for many of you.
You will be expe -to work hard at every session you attend
and take an active part in all the discussions. As a taxpayer, you
are helping to pay for this invaluable experience and as citizens
You will be expected to utilize this experience to the utmost.

Butremember, achieving a goal is never final and failure to
do so is never fatal.

With these words in mind. I implore you to "get with it," ladies
and gentlementime is short; make every bit of it count.



KEYNOTE ADDRESS

Tht Crulcal .Need For I.cadtr+1311,

By Don G. Pc:unix:11

I am not quite sure why I was given this awesome responsibility
of addressing youpotential, budding and experienceddeaf
leaders. Since this first Leadership Training 'Workshop hopes to
accomplish the impossible in three short days, I suspect they
decided to save time and use me as a horrible example to show
you right at the start just what can happen to you if you don't get
on the ball!

Obviously, you want to be good, effective, respected leaders
or you wouldn't be here, eager to improve your inherent b ader-
ship abilities. I know that every national leader in every national
organization joins me in humble thanks to you for your interest
and enthusiasm.

The theme of this workshop is "Community Interaction." But
as you all know, a deaf leader must first have the respect of his
peers, and must be able to inspire them before he can expect
them to be willing to go along with new projects or ideas.

It is a master understatement to say each of you is needed.
badlyand NOW! The government would not spend all this
money; and truly great national (leaf leaders such a, Boyce
Williams, Bob Lankenau and Bob Sanderson would not be work-
ing so desperately against time and frustrating obstacles if this
growing need were not so very REAL!

We sincerely hope you have come to this workshop with an
open mind, willing to learn from the vast reservoir of experience
available, as well as to contribute your own. You cannot possibly
live long enough to gain all the experience, or make all the mis-
takes yourself, or to recover from too many serious blunders.

The rewards of good leadership are great ; the punishment you
often have to take severe! The latter is simply part of the game,
the p 'ice of success. If all the deaf leaders I know and admire had
a thousand dollars for every knife wound in their backs, they
would be rich. lifm ever, I am sure that none of them would trade
those "battle scars" for love or money. They are all rich in terms
of sat r:faction. and self-respect, experience, countless friends and
.....ii a few choice enemies.

Since it was regrettably impossible to bring every active or
potential deaf leader to this workshop, we especially ask that you
pass on to those fellow leaders the things you learn here. We
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hv,. a golden opportunity to bla,t Off, to have reverberations
from this meeting feu in every corner of America! It is up to you!
This workshop twine's to my mind a very fitting verse:

-Drop a pebble in the water. Just a splash and it
is gone.

Yet there are half a hundre:l ripples circling on
and on and on:

Spreading. spreading from the center, flowing on
Out to the sea.

And there is no way of knowing where the end is
going to be!"

In the past several years. the deaf of America have begun
to receive more and more attention from the hearing world. I
think the main reason for this exploding interest is simply that
relentless deaf leaders, from the poor. but well meaning and
dedicated laymen at the local level. to the skilled, well-compensated
administrators. educators and professionals at the national level,
have raised their voices and hands in unison in the eternal fight
to win our rightful place under the sun.

With the help of equally dedicated hearing friends, educators
and professionals. we are beginning to realize the true meaning
of "deaf power." Many people. including this speaker, do not care
for that particular phrase. but we do admit it means one thing:
"Teamwork."

I believe the deaf are being noticed because we are learning
how to use our potent power as a minority group. We are learning
that the old way of rolling up our sleeves, drawing our "swords"
and shouting "Charge!" is nothing but rate power. In short, our
efforts were often decidedly unprofitable: we made little progress
and instead, created a questionable and undesirable image of the
deaf and deafness.

The most valuable lesson we have Limed. I think, is to use
this power properly. We must hold it like we would an egg: too
firmly and we may break it: too loosely and we may drop it.

With this new knowledge has come progress and benefits . . .

slowly at first, but with steadily increasing momentum. Confi-
dence we gain seems to help us gently say to the world, "Either
lead. follow, or get out of the way!"

All organizations recognize that numbers mean power. This
is one reason why the National Association of the Deaf started
the quota system. Obviously. 10.000 members will impress Con-
gress and your own legislators far more than 1,000 individual
members. Right? However. the indisputable fact is that quality
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and experience in the leaders is what controls the final payoff !

This is one reason you are here.
However, the growing pains are becoming increasingly evident.

All this recognition has created new opportunities for the deaf,
but the opportunities themselves pose problems. We need many
more capable leaders to help shoulder the new responsibilities
of this forward thrust lest we falter and grind to a halt, and
lead the hearing world to question our true motives. And we
simply do not have the time or leeway to make too many mistakes.

So . . . just what makes a leader great? What is quality? Let
me quote ,omething which, in my opinior., is the nearest thing to
describing the perfect leader that I have ever read:

If you can keep your head when all about you
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you.
If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you
And loake allowance for their doubting, t( 1.

If you can wait and not be tired of waiting
Or being lied about, don't deal in lies
Or being hated, don't give way to hating
And yet, not look too good nor talk too wise.

If you can dream and not make dream, your master
If you can think, and not make thoughts your aim
If you can meet with triumph and disaster
And treat those two impostors just the same.

If you can bear to hear the truth you've spoken
Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools
Or watch the things you gave your life to broken
And stoop and build anew with wornout tools.

If you can make one heap of all your winnings
And risk them on one turn of pitch and toss
1.n1 lose. and start again at your beginnings
mt never breathe a word about your loss.

1. you can force your heart and nerve and sinew
-I o serve your turn long after they are gone
'. '1 so, hold on when there is nothing in you
;:xcept the will that says to them, "Hold on!"

If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue
Or walk with kings, nor lose the common touch
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If neither foe nor loving friend can hurt you
If all men count with you, but none too much.

If you can fill each unforgiving minute
Wit". sixty seconds worth of distance run

nr-4 is the eari h. and eNervthing \whin it
And which is more, you'll be a man, my sun!

My friends, as you probably know. that is the poem, "IF- by
the immortal Rudyard Kipling. It is hard to expand on those
words of wisdom, but I do have seven pointers to offer you in your
unique positions as leaders in the deaf world. Hopefully, the num-
ber "seven" will bring you good luck in your efforts.

1. Think positive! But not to the point of dreaming, or just
thinking. Do not be afraid to be a negative thinker when you feel
it is necessary. Just don't get into the habit. Speak out according
t your own true convictions and conscience. History has been
shaped as much by pessimists as by optimists. Negativism often
forces the dreams to take a new, realistic look at the road ahead,
and a hard second look at the territory covered, along with actual
results obtained. New roads are often filled with pitfalls. Dare
to be the one who says, "Bridge out ahead !" One man with
courage often makes a majority!

2. Be alert. Be aware of what is happening on the national,
state and local scenes. Read the NAD Home Office Newsletter,
The Deaf American, and other state and kcal publications includ-
ing those of your own area. There can be a wealth of ideas,
projects and other vital and useful information in them. Cooperate
with other leaders and help them succeed with their pet projects.
They in turn, will be more inclined to help you with yours. Do
not hesitate to use any and all ideas that will benefit the deaf in
your own community or state, especially those which will promote
better understanding of the deaf by the hearing population.

3. Be selfless. There is no limit to what a man can do if he
doesn't care who gets the credit. If you can master this simple
fact, you will be a pant among men. Years ago, when I was a
cocky young squirt and before the pros taught me a thing or two,
I was up on the stage in every debate in every meeting at every
convention I attended. I finally realized that there was resentment
among the very people I sought to serve. Too often a member
would pass up the opportunity to take the floor for fear he would
look bad. Attitudes and results are often much better if leaders
can stay in the audience much of the time and keep their cotton-
picking fingers quiet! When you have an idea, why not try to
pass it on to another member and let him introduce it, then dis-
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cretely join in debate to support him if necessary. This way has
many benefits. It helps others learn how to present ideas; to gain
confidence; to get credit ; and most important, keeps things moving
wit.iout your appearing to crack the whip. And believe it or not,
it pays off in more friends, prestige and genuine respect of your
fellowmen.

4. Communicate. Share all information, plans and other items
of mutual Hterest with your group, unless, of course, it is defi-
nitely classic d. After all, this material is not your personal
property. Few things irritate the rank and file or shake the faith
of hearing contemporaries more than a self-appointed leader who
sets himself up as an information centerand then keeps every-
thing to himself with the mistaken idea that it makes him im-
portant. Adequate communicatien prevents wild speculation and
damaging rumors, and actually inspires the members to cooperate.

5. Be a responsible deaf leader in your own community. Be
forever alert for the chance to show the world just what the deaf
are: Truly remarkable people! Encourage community involve-
ment whenever possible. Watch for any interest on the part of
the hearing world in the deaf and their unique problems and
capitalize on it. Strive to find ways to work with such agencies
as your local police department, like they did in Chicago. By
keeping abreast of what other deaf leaders are doing, your own
communities can be enriched.

6. Be tough, but, oh, so gentle. Leadership is a complex busi-
ness. A thick skin is a must. But take care not to become too
thick or calloused. You must be sensitive to the feelings, moods,
problems, strengths and weaknesses of your fellow men. Use his
talents to the fullest and never forget to give him full credit for
his efforts. You must have tact, yet turn into a polite bulldozer
when necessary in order to keep things moving.

Kip ling's "If all men count with you but cone too much" to me
means you must be a "regular guy" and honestly enjoy a night
out at the local club for the deaf once in awhile. It means you
don't become involved in their petty, personal squabbles, but try
to inject humor, happiness and fellowship . . . by example. The
average deaf person couldn't care less how much you do for the
local club or state association ; if you are going to be high and
mighty and consider yourself above them, your name is "Mud."

7. Above all. be humble. Just remember one basic rule: "Every-
one I meet is in some way my superior." You may be a far better
speaker than .John Doe, but he may be able to tell a better story,
and have more empathy for his fellow man. You may have flawless
grammar, but Joe Blow can beat you hands down in math. Even
the lowest non-verbal deaf person can have you whipped in one

12



way or another. After all, handicapped as he is, he is probably
plugging along to the very hunt of his ability, often doing amazing
things This is more than can be said for many of uswe often
just don't give our very best, to the limit of our God-given abili-
ties. Believe me, I have learned much from them all, and am
learning more every day!

In 1960. I was a first-time delegate to the NAD convention.
After several exciting days of meeting all the national big shots,
and engaging in countless debates and other equally inspiring
events, I was on fire with grandiose dreams of all the things I
WaS going to do when I got back home. Meeting a dedicated leader
in the hotel lobby, I started gushing about all my plans for the
NA!) and for the folks back home. Man, I was really going to get
off my duff and set the world on fire. That long-suffering editor
of The Silent Worker. now The Deaf Antillean. patiently heard
me out, and then gently let me have it: "Don, I have heard that
stuff before . .. many times! People come to these meetings, are
deeply impressed and inspired, and get completely carried away.
Then they go back home and we never hear from them agar,.
Spare me any further dramatics, my friend. Just go back home
and shore me you mean what you say !"

Those words from Jess Smith really stung me, but best of all,
he made me good and mad! Incidentally, he has been one of my
best friends ever since, even though I'm still trying to keep up
with him and show him!

"The tumult and the shouting dies; The captains and the kings
depart. . . ." And this is where the acid test of true leadership
begins. I hope you will, return to your homes determined to prove
to all the overworked pros that you are every bit av capable as
they. YOU MUST, for, as I told you, we need you. You are one
of the fortunate few chosen to participate in this priceless oppor-
tunity to grow. My challenge to you is: "Show them !"

13



the
national
census

A responsibility of deaf leadership

The number of deaf persons in the United States is not known.
We have operated on "guesstimates" ever since 1930, with the
guesses ranging from 250.000 to 350,000 people being in the
category which we consider deaf. Each state has also had to guess
as to the number of people within their state and even within
their city for that matter. As a result, it has been difficult to get
the kind of services and the kind of support for our programs
that we need so badly.

Almost every attempt at community interaction starts off with
the question : "How many deaf people are there in the com-
munity?" Community agencies simply can't take "about" or
"between" for an answer ; they have to know if they are to justify
speci,11 services for the deaf. Politicians are even more hard nosed.
Therefore, it is a prime responsibility of grassroots deaf leaders
to support the National Census of the Deaf.

1,1
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As reported in The Ma Ameriow. the National _Association of

the Deaf has been awarded a grant from the Social and Rehabili-
tation Service of the Department of Health, Education and Wel-
fare to conduct a national census of deaf persons. This grant will
cover a period of four years and will result in innumerable benefits
for all deaf people in the country, including some not yet born.

Good Reasons For The Census / Some Exam//et

It has been difficult for the schools for the deaf to justify ex-
pansion because they have no accurate estimate of the number
of children that will be needing the -schtol in the four to five
years that it would take for additional facilities to be planned,
appropriated for and built.

It has also been difficult to project employment trends among
the deaf with the aim of providing the kind of vocational training
for our young people that would insure their getting and keeping
the kind of jobs which would provide them with a good living and
a secure future.

It has also been difficult to plan for the training and utilization
of the many multiply handicapped deaf citizens that we have and
will continue to have simply because we do not know how many
there are or what other handicaps they have in addition to deaf-
ness.

All of these and many other questions will be answered by the
Census that is now underway.

Trained Researchers / Experts Recruited

The National Association of the Deaf has assembled some of
the finest and best trained researchers in the area of deafness
that this country possesses to work on this project. In fact, our
leading demographers, and the people who have the most experi-
ence in conducting this kind of survey are all on the NAD team.

Heading the team as director of the project is Dr. Jerome D.
Schein, Dean of College of Education and Home Economics at
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the University of Cincinnati and the director of the famed
Washington community study of 1962 which has helped so much
in our battle for equitable automobile insurance. The statistical
data provided in that study showed the deaf drivers of the
Washington area to be immeasurably superior to their hearing
peers in all aspects of drivingincluding safety.

Also on the team as Senior Research Associate is Stanley
Bigman who was last associated with the NAD in a survey of
Occupational Conditions Among the Deaf in 1958. This project
was a joint undertaking of the NAD and Gallaudet College
and stands today as the only national statistics we have on a
census of school-age children in the past.

Assigned to the Census is Miss Carmen Johnson, Miss Miriam
Aiken and Mrs-.--Glenda Ennis. Miss Aiken has been with the
Census since its inception via our planning grant in 1968. Miss
Johnson has been with the NAD since early in 1968 and prior
to that had been 1)r. Schein's secretary when he was at Gal-
laudet College. Mrs. Ennis is a newcomer, but as the older
sister of Sharon Snyder, one of our former employees, she is
well embued with the NAD traditions of service and dedication.

NAD Office Crowded / Space Problem

Due to the lack of space in our main offices, the Census division
is housed on the first floor of our present location,.2025 Eye
Street, N.W., in Suite 113. This suite comprises three rooms
which we have equipped at a cost of over $1,500. It is expected
that when our lease expires in November, the Home Office will
relocate into more spacious quarters in the suburbs of Wash-
ington although the exact location has yet to be determined.
An estimated 4,000 square feet of space will be needed to house
our operations and at current costs this will mean a rental of
$18,000 to $20,000 a year for the space.

Additional equipment will be leased including a folding and
stuffing machine to handle the mailings for the census, an elec-
tric postage meter to replace our present manual machine which
has served us so well for so long. Actually it may be neces-
sary to have two meters due to the volume of mail coming
from the census operations.

Every Deaf Group Must Help / Cooperation Vital

But what all of this amounts to is that while we have the
staff, the equipment and the determination if the census is

16



to succeed we must also have the enthusiastic cooperation of
every deaf organization, every deaf individual we are Ale to
reach. There have always been rules in organizations designed
to protect the privacy of the organizations' members. These
are good rules, of course, but when the rules work against the
best interests of the deaf they are not good any more. And it
is our contention that any organization that professes to be
working in the interests of its members will realize that only
by whole-hearted cooperation with the cen:us project can they
say that they are doing their job.

Contidentialitv Guaranteed / Lock And he}

Address lists that we get will be maintained confidential. It
is basic to the operation of this project that all organizations, all
individuals are assured that their privacy will be protected. As
the names and addresses come in, each is assigned a number and
this number will be the only identifying symbol in evidence. All
master lists will be maintained under lock and key and the NAD
has pledged that no lists, no names and addresses will be given
out for any reason after we have received them. While we are
making a determined effort to contact every known club, asso-
ciation, church group and other groups to request their mailing
or membership lists, we are aware that some groups exist of
which we know nothing and would be most grateful if such or-
ganizations would voluntarily get in touch with us.

All deaf leaders are called upon to do their part.
This is a vital aspect of the program and can be accomplished

in several ways. First by determining whether or not the or-
ganizations to which you belong or which you know about have
been contacted.

Second, if they have been contacted, to use your influence and
support to insure that your organization cooperates with this
project because it will benefit all of the members of the group.

Third, by sending in the names and addresses of the officers
of any group that has not been contacted so that we can contact
them.

Fourth, by sending in the names and addresses of deaf persons
you may know who are not "in the mainstream of the deaf com-
munity." That is, people you may know who are deaf but be-
long to no clubs, no social or religious organizations for the deaf
of which you are aware. This group of people is especially im-
portant because with the many organizational lists that we have
and that have already been promised to us we believe that the
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chances of overlooking the usual deaf person is slim while the
loners are the people we will have to work hardest to locate.

Publicize The Census / Beat The Drums

Fifth, "Beat the drum." That is, talk about the census. Tell
your neighbors about it, tell your co-workers about it, your fam-
ily, everybody you can because some of these people, even if
they are not deaf, may know of people who are and can tell you
about them so you can tell us.

We expect to get a tremendous amount of duplication. So you
should not hesitate about sending in names and addresses for
fear that we may already have this name and address. Our com-
puter will quickly and efficiently separate duplicates and we
would rather get the same name 10 times over than miss it
entirely.

You could get off to a good start by sending us your personal
address list now. Of course that personal list should relate only to
your deaf friends but even if you have doubts as to whether
a person would be considered deaf or not, send it anyway. Our
preliminary .survey will weed out any person who is not deaf
and might have gotten into our lists by accident.

In order to insure that your list does not get mixed in with
the regular National Association of the Deaf mail, and subse-
quently delayed in reaching the data processing center, would
you please send the lists to the following address:

National Census of the Deaf
814 Thayer Avenue, Room 306
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910
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R morde:

Politics is a way of life. It touches hearing and deaf people
alike; unfortunately, very few deaf people touch politics.

This is their fault.
It does no good to merely discuss politics with other deaf

people. No matter how hot the arguments wax in clubs and
gatherings of the deaf, the payoff remains in Congress and legis-
latures, governors' offices and city halls. And there are no deaf
senators, legislators, governors, commissioners, or even precinct
chairmen.

But there are deaf voters. There are families, friends and
neighbors of deaf voters. Politicians are interested in these
votes. They will be interested in the problems of the deaf ; but
it is up to deaf leaders to bring these problems and potential
votes to the attention of the right people in the right way.

THIS IS POLITICAL DYNAMICS.

The Need For Political Action / Are You A D.O.P.E.?*

It is time for the deaf to stop feeling sorry for themselves;
time to stop relying on others; time to stand up and demand
what is due the deaf as worthwhile citizens of the United States
of America.

Deaf On Pohl teal Mucation
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A Bask Political Fact / The Squeaking IF heel

"It is the squeaking wheel that gets the grease," Persons who
stand up and demand things are the persons who accomplish
things.

Examples: Examples of what can and has been done through
political action under the leadership of the deaf themselves:
1. Receiving substantial support from the Michigan United Fund.

a. Obtaining two full-time co-directors for the Michigan As-
sociation of the Deaf. One is deaf ; one can hear.

b. Obtaining a budget of approximately $40,000.
c. Developing r comprehensive program.

2. Post Office Employment.
a. Michigan Association of the Deaf, the Division of Voca-

tional Rehabilitation, the Michigan Employment Security
Commission, Senator Philip A. Hart, Senior Senator from
Michigan, and Judge Pernick combined forces. Result: 75
to 100 deaf individuals employed in Detroit Post Office with
full civil service protection.

3. Improvements in the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation.
a. One year ago, not one counselor who could communicate

with the deaf in the language of signs. Today, there are six
counselors who can use the language of signs; there is a state
director for deaf activities.

4. Driver Training Test.
a. Simplified version was adopted.

5. Education.
a. An investigation was conducted to improve education in the

school for the deaf.
b. Adult education classes were started.

How It Started / Push. Nib, Push

Richard John3on and Gerald Adler, two local deaf leaders, kept
pushing and pushing and pushing. Non-deaf help was recruited
early and once these people saw the problem and the value of
the proposed services, they rendered important service.

How Do We Begin? / Form A Committee

This is the first step, and half of the job. Have live human
bodies and alert minds to do the many tasks demanded by polit-
ical activities. The main tasks:
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1. Get the deaf to register themselves, also relatives, friends and
neighbors of voting age.

2. Educate people on issues and candidates. Aim at both the deaf
and hearing people who can help.

3. Get them to vote.
One rote can decide the outcome of an election. One friend in

the legislature can deride the outcome of a program to help the
deaf.

How To Get People Involved / Strength in Numberi

No one can be expected to carry out the entire political educa-
tion program alone. Committee members should be as broadly
represented as possible. Officers and executive board should in-
clude both deaf and hearing leaders and representatives from
other committees (organizations of and for the deaf, community
councils, educational and legislative bodies.) Any other people,
deaf and hearing, who are interested in politics and good gov-
ernment and are willing to work should be welcomed. Get both
husband and wife active if possible, the most active volunteers
have the support of their families.

Make it clear that political dynamics are for everybody, not
just a select few. .

Plan In Advance / Bringing People Together

1. Make sure the subjects to be discussed deal with the hopes,
needs and expectations of the members.

2. Pick a lime 'that will not conflict with other planned activities
or irtrptant events. 7 - , -,

3. Announce the meeting iti advce. Not too early, nor with
short notice.

4. How to announce meetings:
a. Announcements and posters on bulletin boards.
b. Advertisements in club news.
c. PoSt cards and letters..
d. Emphasize.khe fact" that criScussions will be carried on in

language the average deaf person can understand. Make it
clear the meeting is for the "masses" not just the "egg-
heads."
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Telling Your Story / Be Specific

Tell your audience about a particular problem that will force
them to take action. Select speakers who are interesting, in-
formed and inspirational. Make use of media:
1. "Turn-over Talks," utilizing graphs, pictures and key words

mounted on an easel that can be presented at appropriate points
to liven talks.

2. Filmstrips.
3. Motion pictures.
4. Entertain the audience. Put life in your talks as you inform.
5. Do things at meetings. Transact business, make decisions, re-

view past work ; plan new things. People will be more com-
mitted to thing.; they have agreed on in the group; they will
feel "on record" with the group. However, hold the work and
"mechanics" down to an hour or so. Leave time for informal
discussion. Add spice by reporting "inside information."

6. Refreshmentsto encourage informal interaction after the
formal program.

Meetings Are To Inform / Getting Things Done

The audience wants and deserves straight talk. Therefore:
1. Tell the audience exactly what you want them to do.
2. Have a workable plan ready.
3. Make assignments.

a. Let each person know what he or she is to do.
b. Write letters and tell friends
c. Make a list of people to contact.

4. Fix the responsibility.
a. Make some individual responsible.
b. Give instructions about reporting back.
c. Follow up by checking on their assignments.

5. Encourage people to help each other out on jobs. "Every man
for himself" is not good committee work.

6. Give credit where credit is due. All of us like praise for a
job well done; keep this in mind and pass out laurels.

Educate Yourself - / How To Know And Be Active

1. Government.
2. People.

a. Where they live.
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b. How they live.
c. How they make their living.

3. Groups. -'-....,

a. Clubs and associations of and for the deaf.
c. Political orgaizations and who the leaders are.
b. Service clubs (Sertoma. Rotary, Lions, etc.).

4. Find out about municipal government, school administra-
tionswho runs them.

5. Find out about the political division of your community: its
geographical breakdown in terms of :

a. Congressional districts (Federal).
b. State legislative districts.
c. County election districts.
d. Wards.
e. Precincts.

6. Know your local government. Find out how it is rtin and who
the important elected and appointed officials are. Find and
get to know opinion leaders. (See Legislative Techniques
section.)
All yan hare to do is ask. The very act of asking marks you as

an interested voter who is worth the politicians' attention.

What Makes Politics Work / The Political Chain

Political dynamics involves much more than campaign oratory.
So-called political "machines" can be bad; but usually they are
made up of good, hard-working, conscientious citizensyour
neighbors and friends.
1. The precinctthe smallest unit in the American political

system; a convenient unit.
2. The ward or district.

a. Ward is composed of a number of precincts.
b. Heading it is the ward or district leader.

3. City and county committees.
a. Ward leaders combine to form the city committee.
b. Overlapping in many areas in the county committees.

4. State committees.
Inform your members of this information.

How To Register Voters / Opinion, Don't Count

You can have all sorts of opinions, but if you are not registered,
what good are your opinions? Political people only listen to
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registered voters. Begin by getting the facts.
1. Find out what registration laws are for your state and

community.
2. Get copies of laws at your local board of elections.
3. While there, find out how to:

a. Transfer registrption from one precinct to another.
b. Absentee balloting.
c. If an interpreter can be brought into the booth.

4. The most important information needed i.,who is registered
and who is not among your members.

5. Set up a central card file system (3" x 5" cards are con-
venient).

a. Get a list of the names and add, esses of every one of
your members. Copy last names first and be sure to use
middle initial and Jr. or Sr., etc.

b. Add telephone or TTY number.
c. Find out members' wives or husbands name and the

names of each eligible voter in the family.
d. Find out ward and precinct ?lumbers of each member.
e. Check and see if they are registered voters. Ask to see

voters' cards or check the roster of registered voters from
the Board of Election.

f. After you check your file and find out who is not regis-
tered, then you must do everything you can to get them
registered.

g. Find out where your people are to vote. Let them know
the address of their polling place by post cards, phone
call.? or personal cont' "t. This gesture not only will be
appreciated but will g erate interest. Lists can be secured
from county clerk.; or newspapers.

Flow To Tell Your Story Effectively / Spreading T he 11'7 ord

1. Person to person is the cheapest and most effective.
2. Writing letters (fancy language is not important).
3. C( free hours with housewives, associates.
4. Sp .eches to other organizations.
5. Old-fashioned political rallies especially for the deaf.
6. Pamphlets, leaflets, handbills, postcards.

V'hat Can The Deaf Expect? / Why?

Political dynamics pose both promises and problems for the
deaf. Foremost, of course, is the desire for good, equitable laws
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and consideration. But almost as important, the very fact of
interaction with the hearing political organization will acquaint
many hearing people with the significance of a severe hearing
handicap and earn respect for the deaf community. Communi-
cation with hearing political people may not he easy, but it will
emphasize the problem deaf people have to live with every day
and do more to promote genuine understanding than the some-
times dangerous "little knowledge" of hearing experts who are
all too ready to air their theories.

And while politics may seem involvedsomething too com-
plicated for the aveige deaf person to participate inone only
has to take a good look at the many housewives manning regis-
tration desks and voting places, and all the other little people
who make the American pditical system work and find satis-
faction, enjoyment and friends in the process.

Suggested reading:
How To Win, a handbook for political education published by

the AFL-CIO Committee on Political Education.
Organizing and Leading Volunteers, by Dr. Robert Kahn, Uni-

versity of Michigan.
Winning Support For Better Lairs, by the UAW Citizenship

Committee.
Write to Dr. Kahn at the University of Michigan.
Contact local uaion officers. Find their address in the phone

book.
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Rei on' e 1

Rehabilitation has come a long way since the days when hear.
ing counselors, encountering an occasional deaf client, would
talk to the client's family and decide what they could do with
him while he sat dumbly on the sidelines with little or no voice
in the decisions which were to effect his life. This was so because
deaf people with average intelligence preferred to make their
own way rather than let a hearing person, who often knew next
to nothing about the handicap, make omniscient decisions; while
the multiply disabled deaf, who were not so common in decades
past, were considered incapable of taking part in such delibera-
tions.

There is a growing awareness among rehabilitation officials of
the importance of having people on their staff who really can com-
municate with deaf clients. There also is a growing awareness of
the proportions of the communications barrier. Finger spelling,
alone, is not sufficient for communication with low verbal deaf
peopl ,, many of whom can't reador spell, for the matter. The
answi- lies in the growing corps of professionalsboth deaf
and hearingwho can communicate with deaf clients at the
clients' level, and administrators who are trying to interest more
sticL people in careers in rehabilitation.
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HOW TO MAKE EFFECTIVE USE OF VOCATIONAL
REHABILITATION

A Definition Of Rchabditatton / Many Facets

Vocational Rehabilitation has many facets. Basically. it is an
attempt to prepare a handicapped person for employment: but
physical, mental, educational, social and family problems com-
plicate the process in an infinite variety of ways. The process
may involve medical, psychological and social workers as well as
the rehabilitation counselor, training facilities and employment
offices. So, while rules and regulations can be written, successful
rehabilitation follows the client more than the book. Obviously,
when there is a severe communication problem, unless the coun-
selor can understand his deaf client, he cannot adequately gauge
the scope of his handicap or appreciate his potentials; and the
entire expensive, time-consuming process can end in failure.

What Can Be Done / Vocational Serricel

A vocational rehabilitation plan almost always involves a com-
prehensive medical examination:

1. To determine the condition of the client's health.
2. To determine medical eligibility.
3. To determine if special medical examinations and treatment

may be needed to restore a person to good health.
a. Oto logical.
b. Audiological.
c. Cardiac.
d. Dental.
e. Opthalmological.
f. Psychiatric.
g..Orthopedic.

Almost any type of special examinations or services to help re-
duce the degree of the disabling impairment or determine the
exact nature of the disability can be arranged.

Ph ysical Restoration

Physical restoration services, as long as such services serve
the purpose of making the disabled employable, also can be pro-
vided. They include:

1. Medical care.
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2. Hospitalization, surgery.
Psychiatric services (out-patients.

4. Prosthesis, including hearing aids and other appliances
5. Auditory training.
6. Speech therapy.
7. Dental work.
Appliances can be supplied to make a person employable. This

includes hearing aids (and in some cases, maintenance of hearing
aids), eyeglasses, artificial arms, leg braces and wheelchairs. It is
far cheaper to pay the costs of such services and help a disabled
person return to society as self-supporting, tax-paying citizen
than to leave him a want of the state.

Where Empathy Counts / Personal Service+

Physical restoration, important as it is, is only part of the
rehabilitation process. Rehabilitation also may include:

1. Psychological testing to determine a person's aptitudes and
interests.

2. Vocational counseling as a preliminary to vocational train-
ing, college training, tuition, books, maintenance and on-
the-job training.

3. Selective placement in a situation commensurate with
client's disability and interests.

In some cases, especially with severely disabled clients, addi-
tional services may include:

1. Vocational evaluation to determine:
a. Work interests.
b. Adjustment and adaptability.
c. Performance and tolerance.

Vocational plans and services are highly individualized. Two
disabled deaf clients with identical hearing losses, intelligence
and physical assets may still require entirely different plans.

Personal and work adjustment services are designed to help
clients:

1. Develop good work habits.
2. Develop good attitude toward work.
3. Learn job responsibilities.
4 Learn to work with others.
5. Learn to fill job applications, purpose of Social Security,

income taxes, fringe benefits.
6. Activities in daily living.

a. Good social skills.
b. Utilization of transportation.
c. How to tell time, make change, manage money, etc.
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Paper Work Takes Time / Caie Procesung

Few people realize the mechanics and tremendous amount of
work involved in processing a case so that a client can receive
services. Before a client can be accepted for vocational re-
habilitation services, it is necessary to prepare a case history
and vocational plan. This will include (at the minimum) :

1. Basic data :
a. Name and address of client.
b. Age, birth date, place of birth.
c. Family, including siblings and mother's maiden name (a

perennial problem with low-verbal deaf clients who come
in on their own).

d. Parents' employment, income, resources and obligations.
e. Social Security number, If client is over 18, even if he says

he has never worked before, this will have to be cleared with
a regional office to make sure he has never had a number.
This can take up to three weeks.

2. Medical history. Medical examinations.
3. Educational history to determine client's level of education.
4. Social historyto give the rehabilitation division some in-

formation which identifies person as an individual.
5. Securing information from other agencies with whom client

may have been in contact.
6. Rehabilitation plan and justification of services.
7. Placement.

Case Histories Are Confidential

There appears to be undue concern on the part of deaf clients
that case histories may become public information. Actually, all
counselors adhere strictly to a code of ethics which stresses con-
fidentiality in the rehabilitation process.

Time Required

Another concern is that the rehabilitation process seems to
require an inordinate amount of time and that the deaf client
is not able to sustain himself while he is going through the pro-
cess. (This is one reason for the lengthy recital of minimum re-
quirements in processing a case.) In some cases, subsistence
allowances can be arranged.

Consideration of Client's Interests
A third concern, as expressed by deaf persons, is that a deaf

client's job placement does not always coincide with his job
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interests, skills and desires. This does occasionally happen as
the interest tests and aptitude test are not 100 per cent infallible.
They are used merely as guide in the development of a client's
rehabilitation plan. It is up to the client to participate actively
with his counselor in the development of his own rehabilitation
plan ; and this, of course, depends on adequate two-way communi-
cation.

What Can Deaf Leaders Do To Help? / In/looting Sertice,

In areas where vocational rehabilitation services for the deaf
may not he up to par, deaf leaders can assist in upgrading services
by :
1. Calling attention to expanded and improved vocational re-

habilitation services available to the deaf in other areas and
the dramatic increase in th,2 number of deaf clients seeking
such services after the improvements were effected.

2. Recommending expansion of services, including appointment
of a state coordinator or director of services to the adult deaf
on a level with the position of the director of services for the
blind.

3. Urging the recruitment of persons skilled in communication
with the deaf for rehabilitation careers.

4. Pushing programs to train more qualified people for work
with the deaf.

5. Political activity to get the necessary funds.

Oroani:cd Efforts

One of the most effective ways to expand or develop service
programs for the deaf is for the deaf community to organize
itself and make its needs known. There are many excellent ex-
amples Of special community service programs all over the
country that were initiated through the efforts of an organ-
ized group of deaf persons working closely with a group of
interested agencies and community representatives.

Determine Goals! / what Do You irant ?

It is one thingqo ask for improved rehabilitation services
for the deaf arid another to spell out the exact improvements de-
sired and to justify the expense and effori- This is a function of
deaf leadership.

Leadership, organizational procedures and committee work
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come in for extensk e discussion in other sections of this manual
and need not Is' repeated here: but to focus on one special
arearehabilitationdeaf leaders must know what they are
talking about. in such an important area, where large sums of
money may be imolved (not to mention the work) . guesswork
is not acceptable. Therefore, the first order of business is to
bridge the communications gap among deaf people themselves.
One way is to si 1 ap a local workshop for deaf leadHs.

131,inning A Lot.,1 \\ orkhor
For 1)c.1- Leaders

Such a workshop need not be elaborate or expensive, but it
can be very important. The State Association for the Deaf is the
logical sponsor. The Division of Vocational Rehabilitation may
be able to help. Either may be able to pick up the bill for a
simple luncheon, and such a luncheon will not only promote good
will, interest and interaction, but usually makes possible the use
of a meeting room.
1. Inrolre -grassroots" deaf leaders, no matter what their edu-

cational level. Involve different levels of the deaf power
structure. One or two hearing speakers may be worked into
the program, but such a workshop is primarily to give local
deaf leaders a chance to be heard.

2. Keep the groups small and ask them to consider specific re-
habilitation topics, such as

a. Extent of present rehabilitation services for the deaf
and the number of deaf clients who seek them. This will
involve a statement from a representative from the Divi-
sion of Vocational Rehabilitation and a discussion and
consensus on the number of deaf people in the state and
community.

b. Available community resources that may be used to sup-
p!emen, state-supported rehabilitation, the number of
'deaf people currently utilizing such services, and whether
the services are doing the job as far as deaf clients are
concerned.

c, The effect of social problems on the rehabilitation pro-
gram when severe communicative problems exist.

3. Make the leaders listen. Ask them not to dominate discussions.
The purpose of such a workshop is to find out what and where
the problems are; not to tell people what's wrong with them.
(See Personal Awareness.)
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From such a workshop, deaf leaders can approach the hearing
community organizations with facts, specific needs and con-
sidered suggestions. Other sections in this manual tell how to ap-
proach hearing community organizations, where to find them,
who to ask for, how to present formal requests and how to develop
visibility.

Work With Hearing People / A Community Elfml

Services to deaf people are not just an agency responsibility,
but a community responsibility.

In every community, there are people, many in key positions,
lay people and professionals who are interested in deaf people.
Many want to help but don't know how. Their ideas are not
shared.
1. Deaf leaders may know some of these people (clergy, teachers,

lawyers, social workers, rehabilitation counselors, other agency
people).

There are hearing people in every community who are inti,rvsted
in the deaf:

a. Make contact; utilize them.
b. Get a small group of these individuals communicating

with each other and with you by inviting them to your
organizational meetings; share your ideas.

2. Re-evaluate your position; your needs.
3. Appoint a good chairman; plan a course of action.

Community Organization Meetings / The Meeting

Deaf leaders, themselves, will have to initiate a meeting with
hearing community leaders. It generally is advisable to start
at the top. The state association of the deaf is the logical sponsor
of such a meeting and should send out invitations; and, with the
help of local leaders and organizations, invite hearing leaders
personally, arrange a meeting place, line up interpretersin
shortor gonize.

Invite dir(ctors of community agencies, United Funds, Division
of Vocational Rehabilitation district and regional supervisors.
Request they bring consultants from state office.

In the invitational letter, state the purpose of the meeting;
include the roster of people who have been invited.

Don't stock the meeting with too many deaf people. Three or
four should be enough.
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The deaf should have oil opportunity to tell their story, discuss
their needs, talk about their own experiences, their frustrations.

It is a good idea to request the representative agencies to dis-
cuss how they currently are serring the deaf. This is important:
Deaf persons often have erroneous impressions about the func-
tions and services offered by the various community agencies,
and fail to recognize their own possible roles in the development
of special services for the deaf.

Guide the group to undertake community action to see that the
needs of the deaf are met.

In undertaking community action to improve rehabilitation
services for the deaf, be prepared for frustrations. Things will not
happen overnight ; they may require months or even years.

"Butremember, achieving a goal is never anal and failure
to do so is never fatal."Robert 0. Lankenau.
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legislative
techniques

SI N. FRNI ST DI AN AI.I( I B. litrutosi.v
in fiunim Rec eider

Many good bills are introduced at every session of every state
legislature and never come to vote ; many good and constructive
groups go to their legislatures and fail simply because they
don't know how to get the job done. Yet, 95 per cent of our
legislators are good, honest people, sincerely interested in good
legislation and their constituents' welfare. Unfortunately, the
press isn't always interested in the hard, constructive work
done behind the scenes: The newspapers want human interest,
and a picture or story of legislators just studying or talking
about a bill wouldn't be interesting; while rhetoric on the floor,
the activities of high-pressure, special interest lobbies or a picture
of a senator with his feet on his desk, one eye closed and the
other on a passing miniskirt, get in the paper.

As a result, the public, both hearing and deaf, tends to get a
distorted picture of the legislative process and blames indif-
ference or politics for failure to win consideration of a pet bill
or project. Actually, the difference between success and failure
often depends not so much on the merits of a particular piece
of legislation as on legislative techniques.
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LEC&ATIVE TECHNIQUES

Behind The Scenes Action / Alajor Obieem.e

There are two major objectives in this section.
1. To create awareness of the behind the scenes action that takes

place at national and regional levels.
2. To create awareness of the behind the scenes efforts which

take place within a state to influence legislators and help ad-
vance programs in the interest of the deaf.
Like an iceberg, the action that takes place on the floor in the

legislative chambers represent. only a small part of the whole.
Almost every important bill o tece of business that successfully
passes all legislative hurdles to become a law or a mandate for
action represents months and even years of hard work by na-
tional, regional and state committees.

While it is possibh to initiate talks with legislators and get
them to introduce a b:11 after a session convenes, i no genuine
emergency can be proven, or if money is involve , its chance
of passage will be remote.

Where The Action Is / The Importance of Comnutteei

Committees are responsible for masterminding 90 per cent of
the legislation that is enactirito law in the 50 states. The most
important national and regi la] committees are
1. The National Governors' Conference, which represents all 50

state governors.
2. The National Legislative Conference, which represents all 50

state legislatures.
3. The National Association of Liet e . nt Governors.
4. Several other conferences of sta e Officials that band together

to promote legislative programs of one kind or another.
Most important of all these councils to the deaf community

are the Governors' Conference and the National Legislators' Con-
ference. Almost every action that takes place when these con-
ferences meet resolves around 'ot-nt form of legislation.

S. ...I

Legislatures do not Work in eitdentlip

1. The 50 state legislatures rekrte to the Congress of the United
States and the president anti his cabinet in putting the full
force of government to same common end rather than1,11

working as distind and se arate groups.
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2. Joint state-federal funding of projects and programs is the
rule rather than the exception.

3. The governor's office works closely with the legislature in
presenting legislative programs in the interest of the popula-
tion they both serve.

1. The governors can relate together as a unified association,
coordinating legislative programs to the mutual and reciprocal
advantage of the several states.

5. Legislators can exchange legislative programs where the
strength of one state can be shared with another and weak-
ness overcome.
Each of the conferences mentioned divides itself into four

regions of the United States : Western, Southern, North Central
and Eastern. Each of these divisions in the United States con-
cerns itself almost exclusively with legislative processes.

Eight Functional Committees / Conference Subdivirion$

Each of the conferences at the national and regional scene
has eight functional committees dealing with different kinds of
legislative programs. Of these committees, the most important
to the deaf community is the Human Resources Committee.
This committee is so organized to look at people prop ams and
present solutions to their problems.

But for all practical purposes, it can be said that in wily one
instance furs any program dealing with the deaf been brought to
the atten'ion of these agencies. That was when the University
of Arizona was asked to present its program relating to the
deaf.

Since 90 per cent of the legislation in any state legislature
comes from the recommendations of the first three organizations
(or auxiliary organizations working in the same direction and
feeding information to the key groups), the challenge to deaf
leaders is: first, to become acquainted with the legislative process;
and second, to become known to and acquainted with the work and
people of these key conferences and committees.

How To Gain Representation / Interaction Necerrary

The deaf community can make its problems and needs know by:
1. Identification with the secretary of staff of the Council of

State Governments at the national and regional offices to be-
come scheduled participants in their upcoming conferences
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where the problems of the deaf can be delineated and legis-
lative proposals presented for their solution. The presence of
a few selected deaf leaders and interpreters at these confer-
ences will make the handicap ' isible, and their participation,
in a mebdued, low-key manner, will graphically bring the sig-
nificance of a severe hearing loss to the attention of people in
a position to help. (Ask your senator or representative for a
directory of State Legislative Councils. This is a really valuable
thingcomplete names, addresses, etc.)

2. Utilizing the strength of the United States Chamber of Com-
merce, local Chambers of Commerce, League of Women Voters,
Community Services Councils, PTA groups, National Urban
League, educational committees and other groups with experi-
ence in legislative techniques. The deaf will have to take the
initiative in fostering this community interaction, but this
interaction will acquaint still more people with the true nature
of the handicap.

:3. Cooperating with professional people working in the interest
of legislative programs for the handicapped.
All the national organizations, such as the National Ass -ia-

tion of the Deaf, Chambers of Commerce, National PTA, etc.,
hare state chapters through which their programs are presented
to local people.

Still Most Important / Personal Contact

In spite of the importance of committees (and it should be re-
membered that committees are not impersonal machines, but
people), laws and programs are finally decided by the vote of
legislatorsand one vote can decide the fate of any legislation.
Lawmakers are human: They appreciate your interest and con-
fidence and, above ail, consideration for their own problems.
Nothing can rake the place of personal contact, but this contact
must come at the right time and in the right place. These people
want and respect honest advice; they are just as quick to re-
sent pressure tactics and they have no time for fanatics and do-
gooders.

How To Win Friends and Influence Legislatures / Practical
Advice

1. Be a registered voter. Vote. Find out where you are to vote
early. Call the newspaper or county clerk.

2. Be active politically.
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3. Be acquainted pe)sonally. There is nothing better than per-
sonal contact. Make these contacts early. November is much
better than waiting until the legislature is in session. This may
be difficult, but it is important. You should be in a posjion to
have someone in your respective communities who can ,vork
with the members of the legislature. Make sure you have some-
one who understands your problem, iial proposal and who is a
personal friend of that legislator, because it is difficult to
say no to a personal friend.

4. Know the key people and committees. When you have a bill.
make sure you get a legislator to introduce the bill who is
likely to be on a committee where that bill will go. When you
have v member of the committee introducing a bill, the com-
mittee is more likely to turn out the bill. Of course, there is
nothing better than to get the chairman interested in your
bill. For every bill that is defeated when it comes to vote.
dozens die in committee.

5. It is not always Ii«.essary, or even advisable, to have a bill.
For example. services for the adult deaf in Utah were initiated
with the help of knowledgeable people from the influential
Community Services Council who, after an extensive 21/2-
year study, persuaded the legislature to fun] such services
through an appropriation to the Division of Vocational Re-
habilitation, with a provision that part of the funds could
be used for straight social services.

6. Har( your proposals ready long before the session begins.
7. Have resolutions adopted by other organizations. Also peti-

tions.
8. Write letters.

Letter Writing / Good And Bad

DO:

Write your own letters! Make them personal.
Keep them short at-1 to the point! How you feel about some
law or legislation; at you want, and why. Say it all on cane
page.
Address them properly; Find out the col rect address from
your local newspaper, library, Chamber of Commerce, Demo-
cratic or Republican headquarters (addr-ss will be in the
phone book).
Example: Senator Ernest Dean

Senate Offices
State Capitol Building
Salt Lake City. Utah 84114
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DON'T:

Ramble on and on for pages and pages. Legislators do not
have time to read of swer such letters.
Worry about your lio, age. Legislators want to know what
you are interested in, not how you say it. You can butcher
the gramme) and still be sincere . . . and impress legislators.
Expect an answer State legislators have to answer their own
mail and often are too busy.

ABOVE ALL!DON'T

Write, sign or send form letters: legislators hate them. hat.'
pressure, won't respond.

I-low To Push Legislation / Follow Up

1. Know the roles of 110111 legislature. Duration in days. Deadlines
for introduction of bills, committee action, etc.

2. Get capable people to watchdog the bid; but don't antagonize
legislators by pestering them needlessly.

3. Get your bill introduced as e;.rly as possible.
. Get endorsement and help from groups like the Chamber of

Commerce and the Bar Association to watchdog for you, too.
-. Use goo legislatorsall of them. Get the names and addresses

of legislators in outlying districts and line up deaf people
who live near them to present your message before they leave
home for the session. Their votes can be critical.

6. Don't forget to express prompt, sincere thanks for a job well
done. Let the legislators know you will help them two or four
years hence.

Who Won? / Know Your Legnhaor%

Often people will vote a straight party ticket or remember only
one or two special candidates. The time after elections and
before a legislative session convenes often is crucial to the suc-
cess or failure of a particular piece of legislation; but in that
interval many people can't even name their representatives in
the state capitol. The same situation holds true for county and
municipal offices.

Read and Save Newspapers

Newspapers for the first Wednesday in November should be
collectors' itemsat least for anyone interested in good govern-
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meat. Sometimes newspapers will carry brief biographies of
candidates before the elections. These papers should be saved,
too. Remember, nothing equals personal contactand the earlier
tht better.

Yantes and Addresses

Lists of state, county and municipal officers can be obtained
from party headquarters (check your phone book), chambers of
commerce, newspapers and county clerks. State Capitol clerks
(House and Senate) also can provide information Often a direc-
tm.y is available for the asking.

The Challenge / And The Promise

The 90 per cent figure quoted is only relative and varies from
legislature to legislature and year to year. The main point in
calling attention to this statistic and to the chain of action is
to emphasize the importance of legislative techniques and in-
dividual attention if the deaf are to develop legislative programs
that are to the advantage of the deaf community.

Although the process sounds complicated, it is taken step by
step: and if the deaf have a good proposal, there will be people
willing to help them along the way. Legislative techniques are
a part of community interaction, and any kind of constructive
community action is good for the deaf because it leads to better
understanding of the handicap; and this understanding often
c-n do as much to help the deaf as special interest legislation.
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adult
education

DR. RAY L. JONES GENF STEWAR1

Reiohlei

Adult education means many things to many people: On one
.nand, it can connote visions of trade and technical schools, col-
legt;s and graduate studies; and, on the other, classes in basic
language, sign language, citizenship and money management. It
can be recreational or serious. It can involve an elaborate cam-
pus or the use of a store-front, a room in a deaf club, private
home, church, YMCA or local school.

The point is, adult education is. for everybodydeaf and hear-
al'ke. But where hearing people have long enjoyed the benefits
of well-c)ordinated, expansive programs, the deaf, who need
adult cdi cation as much or more than any other minority group,
are just beginning to get their foot in the door.

More and better deaf leadership at the local level is needed if
this door to community interaction between the deaf and hearing
population is to open wide so that sharing, in more equitable
degree, in tax-supported programs may take place.
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ADULT EDUCATION

The Educational Lag / Caine And IS ect

Although deaf persons can be expected to fall within the
normal range of intelligence, national studies reveal that deaf
person,,, as a group are seriously handicapped educationally. The
average deaf school leaver reads at no better than the fourth
grade level and his achievements in other educational areas are
little better. This is so, not because the deaf do not have equal ca-
pat ,ty to learn, but because the language handicap the disability
imposes retards their education. Children With normal hearing en-
ter school with oral vocabularies of several thousand words which
they use as stepping stones to reading, which, through normal
association easily introduces them to thousands of additional
words. Their teachers can forget teaching language and deal with
the subject. Deaf children, on the other hand, often enter school
with only a dozen words to call their own. Every step in their
education depends on the acquisition of the necessary language,
and this language doesn't come to them effortlessly as it does
to those with normal hearing.

It is no wonder, then, that the deaf lag behind their hearing
peers; the wonder is that they are not farther behind; the chal-
lenge is to help them catch up and develop their potentials Since
school days are necessarily limited, the answer is adult education.

Adult Education Is Available / Getimg Smiled

Adult education for the deaf, at the local level, definitely
is available; but local deaf leaders will have to ask for it. Ob-
stacles include:
1. Deaf people may not be aware that in almost every community

in America the local school district offers evening or Saturday
classes for persons who dropped out of school without complet-
ing their high school education or for persons who are just
interested in "continuing" to learn.
These classes are financed largely through local taxes. Deaf
citizens are taxpayers and are therefore entitled to participate
in these classes.

2. Adult education principals are usually very interested in ex-
tending adult education classes to serve minority community
groups. However, they are generally not aware of the unique
needs of deaf adults who want to continue their education. If
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deaf persons don't ask for classes, adult education principals
""ill not be aware that there is a need for special classes.

:L Lie tom/ t hr pior«lorug under which new adult education
classes can be started in your local adult education or com-
munity college center

4. Gettilig a snffifot oninbel of d«if persons to sign a petition
or advance registration forni 0 assure the adult education
principal that there is a real merest in a special class for the
deaf.

5. Selling the- program to people in the deaf community in order
to keep enrollment in the class above the required minimum.

Selling .4dnIt Edneation for the Deaf

One of the best ways to initiate adult education for the deaf is
to arrange an "open house," at some ongoing adult education
program, where a few deaf leaders and interpreters will have
a chance to see what is available to hearing people, and hearing
educators will have a chance to sense the need and desire of the
deaf for equal consideration. These deaf leaders and hearing
authorities, in turn, will pass on the word. When educational
authorities feel they are not being pressured to initiate a pro-
gram, but helping to sell such a program to people who really
need it, they are more likely to become interested and involved.

An EvcOpening Experience / A Pioneer Eflori

A graphic demonstration of the potential interest in adult
education for the deaf took place several years ago in the Los
Angeles area, when a pilot class was initiated with the expecta-
tion that about 30 people would show up. Eighty-five came, and
the pilot program ended with 180 people on the rollssome of
whom made a 150-mile round trip to attend classes.

The Los Angeles program. which has now become an estab-
lished part of the area's educational system, has demonstrated:
1. The controrers oe onnicatio methods loses its im-

portance in adult education. Don't argue about it; use every
available media for teaching.

The goal is to edneate the deaf.
2. In mane cases, great benefits are realized from having parents

arm students attend school together. The parents attend man-
ual communication classes. while their childtn take part in
the adult education program.

3. The problem of minimum class size can be resolved. Regular
adult education classes require about 15 to 20 students to
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satisfy requirements; this would be impractical for the deaf,
even if that many people signed up. The 1966 Basic Educa-
tion Act provides for smaller classes for the deaf.

4. Where there are not enough deaf people to form a class, they
can be integrated into classes for hearing people with the help
of an interpreter. Such an approach can yield fringe benefits
through promoting social interaction and understanding.

5. If there is one deaf student in a class who is a client of the
State Department of Vocational Rehabilitation it is possible for
this student to qualify for interpreting services for this class.
With an interpreter in the class any number of additional deaf
persons can he enrolled and all use the services of this one
interpreter.

6. ('lasses can be held in locations other than schools. The first
Los Angeles area classes were held in a church. Classes can
be held in the deaf club, the YMCA or even in private homes.

7. Generally speaking, it is not necessary to make the high school
diploma the goal of adult education. The rewards should be
more immediate. For example classes in consumer education,
law for the layman, insurance, current events, arts and crafts,
etc. may have greater appeal than academic subjects.

8. An "Advisory Committee" which includes several representa-
tives from the deaf community, a representative from the
district adult education branch, and interested hearing cit-
izens has proved to be indispensable in getting a program
started.

Flexibility A Necessity / Problems And Anircers

As with any other new educational program there are unique
problems connected with starting adult education classes for
the deaf. Creating interest in such a program is not difficult, but
sustaining the interest, getting funds for interpreters and other
special needs, training qualified teachers, and overcoming initial
skepticism, and "bending" the rules to fit the special needs of
of this program requires initiative, leadership, know-how and
hard work. New programs will have to originate with local deaf
leaders who are willing to work to achieve the necessary com-
munity support.

Recurring problems include:

1. Luck of information. Although adult education classes have
operated in most of our communities for many years few deaf
persons have ever visited or enrolled in these classes. Few
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adult education principals have had contact with deaf per-
sons and are unaware of the unique needs and problems of
the adult deaf.
AnsierGet deaf leaders interested and informed and put

them to work selling- the program. Set up meetings with edu-
cational authorities and come prepared with facts and fig-
ures gleaned from areas where such programs are in opera-
tion and from the printed material listed at the end of this
section.

2. MoneyAlmost predictably, authorities will plead that all
their funds have been committed.
AnstrerDeaf persons are taxpayers and their taxes have

been paying for community adult education programs and
they are entitled to such services. Vhile classes for deaf adults
may be more expensive to operate because of smaller class
size and or interpreting services required, local school dis-
tricts can support small classes if they wish to do so. To
help pay "excess" costs, money from the 1966 Basic Educa-
tion Act could be utilized. Many districts are not applying
for these special funds, but they are available through each
state and can he used to support special classes for the deaf.
For additional information contact: Chief Adult Education
Branch, U.S. Office of Education, Room 5076, Regional
Office Bldg., # 3, Washington, D.C. 20202.

3. InertiaWhere do we begin? Who do we see first? Who will
do the talking? Will the deaf go for it? Maybe we should
wait a while.
AnswerHave your deaf leaders start at the top. Arrange an

appointment with the school district director in charge of
adult education. Come prepared to tell him now many deaf
persons reside in your community, their interest in adult
education, and ask what procedures you should follow to
get special classes for the deaf started in your community.
Be ready to discuss provisions of the 1966 Basic Educa-
tion Act, including how much money your state receives
from this actand to indicate that special classes for deaf
persons qualify for these funds as persons with "reading,
writing and language problems which precludes them
from being able to get vocational training."
Let him know you are asking only for equitable treatment,
not for special consideration. After you have been given in-
formation about procedures to follow to get classes started
start working in the deaf community to get people to sign
up for specific classes.

4. Qualified TeachersIn most states some type of certification
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is required for persons teaching adult education clas-tes This
requirement may pre% ent otherwise q hied deaf persons
from teaching these cla,ses.
AnserRequirements for adult education teaching are not

as strict as for teaching regular public school classes. In
some cases experience in a particular trade (such as draft-
ing) may be substituted for the usual formal courses. Some
states offer temporary certification which is good for a
limited period and which can be renewed upon completion
of certain college courses.

In the Los Angeles area the Associate Superintendent in
Charge of Adult Education was involved in the planning of adult
education classes and when deaf teachers were recommended
for employment he authorized the waiver of the normal hearing
requirements required for the temporary credential.

To qualify for permanent adult education credentials the San
Fernando Valley State College offered special summer school
courses required for certification. Interpreters were provided and
(leaf teachers were able to complete requirements for permanent
certification.
5. Sstaining inletestIt has been ',cited that after the novelty

wars, interest and attendance drop
.4 nswer--Give the deaf a good product that satisfies a
specific need. Overcome boredom with good, dynamic teachers
and a varied curriculum. Try offering shorter class periods
making it possible for a person to attend two classes each
night. Selling adult education to the deaf has been likened
to selling green °fixes to someone who has never tasted one
it takes time to develop a taste for continuing education.
Adult education sometimes fails because of non-fluent teach-
ers, teachers who treat adults like children, deaf people who
haven't enjoyed educational experiences in their younger
days, and classes set up without determining what, the adult
(leaf really want.

Education Has Many Facets / Be Innovative

Adult education for the deaf need not be tied to schools and
traditional subjects. Some worthwhile observations advanced at
the workshop included:

Why not teach sign language in adult education classes for the
deaf to develop effective and satisfying communicative skills
among the deaf, themselves?
Several colleges now offer students of deaf Parents part time
work as interpreters for deaf students.
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"Programmed" learning and texts may have something for
the adult deaf.
The deaf feel interpreting services are et:yeational.
Adult education for the deaf could include telephone com-
munications classes, operation and maintenance of teletype
cyuipment.
Many large companies offer financial incentives to encourage

employees to continue their education. They will pay tuition,
hooks. etc. for those who want to get ahead. Often they offer
higher pay for those who complete certain courses or who qualify
for college degrees. Are deaf employees taking advantage of these
financial incentives? The Textronix company in Beaverton, Ore-
gon has an excellent educational program set up for its deaf
employees.

Mediocrity Is Passec / Changing Time

In the past too many deaf people have not been aware of the
educational opportunities in their own communities that could
be opened to them. Without continuing education their positions
in industry are limited and changing technology could wipe out
their jobs tomorrow.

As more deaf persons take advantage of educational op-
portunities opening to them a "new breed" of deaf leaders
are coming to the front. These qualified people are moving into
supervisory, administrative, and technical jobs in areas hitherto
considered beyond their capacities. They are joining service
clubs, and accepting re donsibilities in community organizations.
Their example is inspiring still other leaders at the "grassroots"
level. These local leaders are becoming increasingly aware that
adult education can no longer be regarded as a "frill", but a
necessity if the rank and file of deaf people are to hold and
improve their employment positions in the larger community.

For further information. write to
U.S. Office of Education
Bureau of Adult, Vocational
and Library Programs
Division of Adult Education
Programs
Washington, D.C. 20202

Leadership Training Program
in the Area of the Deaf
San Fernando Valley State
College
1811 Nordhoff Street
Northridge, California 91324
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interpreting-key
to interaction

A TWO-WAY STREET

There can be no real integration, no real community inter-
action, without a real exchange of ideas.

It is not necessary to dwell on the communications problem
here, deaf people face it every day; what is needed is a more
positive look at interpreting, not as just a measure to help
deaf people in time of need, but as an instrument to community
interaction.

Interpreters can make the handicap visible and meaningful
by enabling the deaf to take an active role in community agencies
and projects and in circles where they are not usually seen.
Through skilled interpreters, the deaf can work with hearing
leaders to mutual goals, and in the process dispel some of the
ignorance and fantasy that often has been a more serious handi-
cap than the physical loss, itself.
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The Regnt, ) Of Intel"); ete, For Tin Deaf And State Program%

by. Albert T Pimentel

Exccutixe Dircktor, RcgIstry of Interpreters for the Deaf
(A Plenary Simon Address)

The Concept And The People / ll'hat li The RID?

The Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf was established
as an organization in 1964 as a result of a need to improve and
expand interpreting services in the United States. This need
for better and more interpreters reflects the many new activities
in behalf of deaf people in the last fifteen years. Current officers
of the RID are President Ralph Neesam, Berkeley, California;
Vice President Mrs. Alan Johnson, Seattle, Washington; and
Secretary-Treasurer Mrs. Fannie H. Lang, Ambler, Pennsylvania.
Board members are Kenneth F. Huff of Delavan, Wisconsin, and
Thomas J. Dillon of Santa Fe, New Mexico. Present operations
are funded through a research and demonstration grant from the
Social and Rehabilitative Services of the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare.

Major grant objectives include the education of the public on
the need for interpreter utilization, the recruitment of inter-
preters, the development of a training curriculum for interpreters
and the certification of interpreters. To accomplish these objec-
tives, the RID has two broad avenues of activity. First, it is
working with New York University in developing a curriculum.
After this is completed, it is planned to establish a comprehensive
training program in at least one college. Also it is hoped to
make available specific interpreter training courses at other col-
leges and universities. The second area of activity involves as-
sistance to each state in improving and expanding existing in-
terpreter services.

Improvement Of Services / A Conference Goal

One purpose of this conference, with its focus on state leader-
ship, is to discuss the improvement of state interpreting services.
The RID has been going about this objective by encouraging
states to establish RID chapters. Chapters of the national Reg-
istry serve as a means of improving services along professional
lines. By establishing a chapter a state obtains a vehicle for
bringing interpreters together for discussion of their professional
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need, instituting in service training programs, recruiting new
members, evaluating the knowledge and skills available among
its membership and providing a means for dealing with agencies
and individuals, who utilize or should be utilizing interpreter
services. Further, a chapter enables a state to more readily eval-
uate its interpreter resources when adult education, community
services and other needy projects are contemplated.

A Cooperative Project / Setting up Chapters

1. Involve deaf peopi Invite key community leaders of different
strata.

2. Involve interpreters. Invite as many as are known.
3. Deaf leaders must take initiative in this and not wait for

hearing people to act. Set a time and place for a meeting, be
specific on what will be discussed:
a. Possible organization of an RID chapter.
b. Selection of organizing committee, assignment of respon-

sibilities, bylaws, etc.
c. Set a date for another meeting (soon) with committee

reports due.
d. Send invitations; follow with phone calls to pin 'em down.
To set up a chapter the president of a state association of

the deaf should select a committee for the purpose. This commit-
tee should include both deaf people and interpreters. The com-
mittee should prepare preliminary bylaws to meet the needs
of its state. After the committee has accomplished its ground-
work, a convenient date should be selected for a state-wide meet-
ing, with invitations going out to all known interpreters and
key deaf leaders. The preliminary bylaws and a committee
letter, clearly spelling out the purpose of the meeting, should
be sent along with the invitation. Representation from through-
out the state is essential, making it advisable to include a return
postcard in order to enable the committee to follow up when
necessary to assure good attendance.

At the state-wide meeting it is important to involve participants
in developing a chapter. At this meeting committees should be
formed to recruit potential members, develop initial means of
classifying members, and for arranging future programs that
will begin to provide the type of professional information needed
by interpreters. The national office has copies of various chapter
bylaws and other guides that are available to committees work-
ing on the establishment of state chapters. The grant also in-
cludes limited travel funds to permit some direct visits to states
in order to assist with the activities described above.
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It has been standard operating procedure to ask the state
associations of the deaf to assist with chapter organizational
plans. This is done for several reasons. The State Associations
of the Deaf should be interested in this vital service area, deaf
people should shoulder some of the responsibilities and perform
some of the work involved in improving services which are for
their benefit, and there should be involvement of deaf people
in some formal way as members of the chapter in order to
utilize their skills and talents in the interpreter evaluation proc-
esses. Committees selected by the State Association of the Deaf
to study interpreter needs should definitely include both inter-
preters and deaf individuals.

While it certainly would be desirable and money well-utilized,
the RID grant does not include funds for organizational support
at the state level. The experience of some twenty odd chapters
already in operation, or in the organizational stages, indicates
that this need not be an elaborate or an expensive task. Through
the operations and officials of state associations of the deaf it
also is possible to begin organizational effort on local levels,
later designating representatives for a state meeting in order to
develop a state chapter plan. In a few states, the concept has
evolved of districts within a state chapter.

Fees- -Who Pays And How Much? / A Perennial One Ilion

The matter of fees which interpreters should charge are of
interest to everyone. Unfortunately, different states have varying
economic standards resulting in varying concepts of salaries
for professional personnel. It thus is not realistic to have a rigid
national fee schedule for interpreters. One recommendation is
to consider a professional fee based on what your community
or state pays a teacher of home-bound children. The frequent
travel, expenses and the one-to-one basis on which a teacher of
home-bound children operates is somewhat similar to the pro-
fessional conditions faced by interpreters for deaf people. The
professional knowledge and skills involved in a dealing with many
different types of home-bound children also is indicative of the
versatility in skills needed by an interpreter for deaf individuals.

After a chapter establishes a fee schedule based on,the pre-
vailing salaries of other professional people in the area, then a
concerned effort should begin to educate public and private agen-
cies on utilizing interpreters. A small additional annual sum in
the budgets of public agencies, set aside for paying interpreters,
could result in greatly improved services to deaf people. Too
many deaf citi.,us do not now utilize the public services they
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need, and which their tax dollar, help to support, because of
the unusuJ barriers to communication.

In many instances, individual deaf people may be unable to
pay for the services of interpreters. As a worthy humanitaria
cause where public fund:, are not available, it would be exceed-
ingly helpful if the State Association of the Deaf would consider
a contribution of a hundred or a few hundred dollars each year to
their state RID chapter for the purpose of defraying the expenses
of interpreters who give generously of their time and talents in
work with indigent deaf people. Further, as emerging leaders, it is
hoped that iou will help in establishing in your communities the
concept that interpreters should be paid for their services. Too
many potentially capable professional interpreters have chosen
not to utilize their skills because of endless demands on their
time without adequate compensation. There is a need to better
educate both deaf people and public agenfies on this matter as
our efforts to improve interpreting ser- ices continue.

Hopefully, this brief description of the RID and what it is
trying to do on the state level has meaninwfully touched on the
function of state leadership, Clearly, thei rust be a joint effort
by deaf leaders and interpreters if services are to be improved and
expanded substantially. ?rogress has been made. Cooperation
has been generously given in many instances. The RID looks for-
ward to continued interest and involvement with grassroots deaf
leaders in the months and year,. ahead.

AdditiOnal information and help can be secured by contacting:

Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf
814 Thayer Avenue
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910
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Personal awareness can be considered a function of two factors :
First, our awareness of ourselves and second, our awareness of
our impact on others. People have impact on other people ; that is,
what you do influences what others do ; how you feel about what
they do influences what you do to them in turn, and vice versa.

Personal awareness, as demonstrated at the Deaf Leadership
Training for Community Interaction Workshop, is not the same
as sensitivity training, but an attempt to influence grassroots
deaf leaders to assume, as part of their role, the function of
stimulating others to express their opinions and feelings so that
they become, as much as 1 iything else, careful listeners and facili-
tators of group movements toward common goals.
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PERSONAL AWARENESS

There are various approaches to leadership. One involves lead-
ers telling others what to do; that is, the leader has the prime
responsibility of telling people what to do. This method works
well in many structured types of organizations, such as the mili-
tary and some businesses; however, some of the problems en-
countered by volunteer groups and groups of lay people who are
interested in pursuing common ends are not amenable to this
approach because the individual participant's needs are not met.
Another type of leadership stimulates interaction from many
members of a group: the leader attempts to get members of the
group to express their opinions and feelings, and he becomes, in
effect, a facilitator through which the group moves toward
common goals.

I. Tnderstanding Through Interachon / Johari Irindort

Known

OTHERS

Not Known

Known

SELF

Not Known

Known

OTHERS

Not Known

Mutual Interaction
Stimulates Movement

From I to 11

Known
SELF

Not Known

The Johari Window is a training device primarily used in work-
shops of the T-group type. It was developed by two Californians.
Dr. Joe Luft and Dr. Harrison Ingham. The first sketch shows
the window as it might be viewed in groups of persons who have
not had a long period of intimate contact. As people have more
and more contact with one another and find out more about them-
selves and others. the pictorial representation changes toward
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that of 11. N% herein that which is known by the person himself and
others about him becomes larger and the unkinm n spaces beeome
smaller.

This movement toward common goals requires that leaders
have

An awareness of self.
An Imareness of their impact on others.
An Imareness of the impact others have on them.

This personal awareness sometimes can he gained through
a special type of colloquydifficult to initiate and not often en-
gaged in. The participants in the Deaf Leadership Training for
Community Interaction Workshop had an opportunity to engage
in such a conversation.

Some reactions the groups were asked to look for as they talked
included:

1. Ani I trying to make this person do something?
2. Are they trying to get me to do something?
3. Do they make me feel sad, glad, mad, angry, anxious,

f rust rated?
4. Ani I sad, glad, frustrated, anxious, etc:.
5. What personal characteristic is most noticeable about me?
6. What is that person's major strength?
7. What is my major strength?

Personal awareness, unlike most of the topics discussed at the
workshop, does not lend itself to an orderly outline of problems
and suggested action ; and participant reaction is difficult to put
into words. Nevertheless, certain themes ran through all seven
sessions.

When we think about ourselvesnegative or positivedo
we consider ourselves more positively or negatively?
Sometimes we feel frustrated because we are confused.
Personal exploration is the task at such sessions; but while
we may give and accept criticism with a smile at a work-
shop, it would not be acceptable on the street.
Don't be ashamed to ask for professional help. These people
are in business to satisfy that need.
The groups realised that the sessions were an attempt to
develop "thinking power." The instructor made the par-
ticipants speak up and, in the process, think.
When leaders move too fast to set a goal, without discussion
with their group, they certainly will lose their leadership.
Criticism can be helpful. But how it is given is just as im-
portant as the information or suggestion.
The chicken and the egg question : Is awareness of self
more important than awareness of others?
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Some interesting Highlights / Side Bart

Every group had some especially interesting and significant
experiences. Two examples follow :

One group ganged up on an oralist, questioning his motives
in refusing to use the language of signs and fingerspelling, then
began to question their own motives: Were they criticizing him to
inflate their own egos? Turning their attention to a loner, a
participant who had sat mute through the session, they tried to
get him to speak up. When all this attention only served to increase
his tension and strengthen his reserve, the oralist came to his de-
fense, unconsciously resorting to finger spelling to get his point
-across. ResultThe members of the group began to laugh at
themselves, empathy developed and personal awareness set in.

Another group tried tG force the instructor to "put out"to
lead the group by telling them what he expected. When he refused
to do so, frustration set in. Everybody was upset and angry;
there was no cooperation from anyone.

This often is the trouble with deaf leaders in their community.
When members try to force their leaders to do something and
the leaders refuse to cooperate, the result is just as disastrous as
too authoritative leadership. Frustration develops and impatience,
restlessness and resentment come in. The instructor felt this par-
ticular grnip discussion was one of the most important in the two
and a half days of the workshop.

Very Warm To Very Cold / Participant Reaction

Predictably, participant reaction to this workshop topic showed
a greater range of feeling than for any other subject. Comments
ranged from, "Like stepping into a new world" to "No specific
goal in this group. We were getting nowhere." One participant
answered the question: "What did you like frost about this
group?" with the comment, "Too much frustration. Instructor
did not ask questions but made us aware of ourselves," whigh,
by now, he must realize is the finest compliment he could have
paid.

The instructor's own reaction to working with deaf groups with
the help of an interpreter was encouraging:

"I was pleased with the response as I felt many of them eventu-
ally understood many of the points I was getting at. They are
subtle, difficult and almost impossible to explain."
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Initiating bical Training Scsions / Training Not limited

When planning the Salt Lake City workshop, it was obvious
that it would be impoisible to initiate a full-scale sensitivity
training situation in the brief time the-participants would be to-
gether This situation will hold true for most local workshops for
the deaf. Howe er. the listening function and concern for all
members of the group and their needs does not take the extensive
training and time required for sensitivity training, and if we will
listen to ourselves often. we can then hear what the other person
is saying with greater clarity.

With this thought in mind, local deaf groups interested in
personal awareness training can contact the National Institute
for Applied Behavioral Science at 1201 16th Street N.W., Wash-
ington, D.C. 20036. This is an organization which provides infor-
mation about training commonly referred to as NTL fraining.
They have lists of qualified professionals, and by writing to them,
any organization of the deaf or interested individual can be put in
touch with one of their trainers in a nearby area.

There are, also, other institutions and qualified psychologists
who can provide similar experience on a group basis. If NTL
is not the answer, deaf groups could contact the psychology de-
partment of the nearest university. These people will usually be
interested, and such contacts often can lead to fruitful community
interaction.
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Before we can get into the meat of this section, it is helpful
to consider the responsibilities of professional leadership.

This manual' is aimed at developing leaders at the "grassroots"
level; and while these people may not be professionals, they do
share the same concerns, face the same problems, and will }Five to
assume the same responsibilities.

With that in mind, let us see how some of the problems the
professionals face in their daily contact with deaf adultsand
how they resolve themcan be applied at the local level.
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ETEHLS OF PROFESSIONAL LEADERSHIP

To decide on a course of action involving counseling or assisting
another individual, we should first of all have some sort of code
to guide usa code of ethics if you will. The purpose is to help
leaders of the deaf have a better understaiding of the role the
professionals have to playand why they do what they doso
that they may have a pattern to follow. If deaf leaders would
model their ethical conduct after that of professionals, they
would not be very far otr base in handling the problems all leaders
active in community affairs are expected to handle.

Personal Privacy / The Bauc Rationale.

One of the first and most important things to remember when
working with others is the right of individuals to privacy. No
professional would ever dream of offering assistance or providing
counseling just because an individual is in obviotis need of such.
The world of the deaf is small indeed! It is something like a small
rural community where everybody knows all about everybody else.
At other professional agency offices, it is rare, indeed, when two
individuals in the waiting room know each otheror even at-
tended the same school; but in offices of professionals working
with the deaf, it is rare when they don't.

Coufidentiouity

The main consideration of any agency is the confidentiality
of information. Before any information can be passed on, the
individuals involved should first give their consent. One obtains
a release in order to do this. Without such a release you really
should not say anythingnot even that you were working with
him.

A good policy to go by is to adopt a policy of nonintervention
if both parties are (leaf. If, as an example, there is a dispute be-
tween two deaf adults involving a "forgotten" loan of $200, leaders
would have everything.to lose and nothing to gain by stepping in,
even if asked to do so. In the case of a professional, he would not
he able to do so for the simple reason he may be asked to assist
either or both individuals at a later date, and getting one or both
upset over something they can handle themselves is of little value.
Should such a dispute occur at the office of a professional. his only
recourse would be to send each one to a lawyer and to provide an
interpreter for both of them.
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One Exception

The one exception would be in the case of marriage counseling.
But olie should be constantly aware of one's own limitations.
Unless you have had the necessary education and training, it
would be wiser and much safer to refer such to a more competent
source rather than to undertake the task yourselfeven if asked
to do so. Untold harm can be done in just a few minutes of well-
meant, but unqualified advice.

There Is A Difference / Advice Or Connie ling?

It might be well at this point to consider counseling, per :7,e. It
is unfortunate that the sign for counseling is the same as the
sign for advice, for the two are not synonymous. We can all give
advice, but only a person with the necessary training can counsel.
There is a very thin line separating giving advice and med-
dlingand it would be well for us to keep that in mind.

Provision of Interpreting Services

Providing for interpreter services is one thing all agencies do
and something local leaders should be able to do. Local organiza-
tions could work together with other groups such as chapters of
the Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf. They could have lists
posted at all clubs, churches, and meeting places of members of
the deaf community. Requests for interpreters should be con-
sidered as just that and nothing more. One should not volunteer
to assist in solving the problem themselves or to do any more
than was requested.

We should keep in mind that whatever we say may have an
entirely different shade of meaning to those we are speaking to.
When we are asked to provide assistance it would be wise to
refrain from making any pledge or promise unless everything was
under your control. You can promise you will write to another
agency which may be able to help, but you cannot promise they
will help as that is beyond your control.

Try To Evaluate People / Encourage Initiative

Try to evaluate people who come to you for assistance and
encourage their own initiativeness and ability to do what they
can for themselves. You are doing them a far greater service if
you can help them find ways to help themselves than you do when
you solve the problem for them.
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Arold Bt billing tf Agency to the Client

Professionals should avoid bringing their office with them
wherever they go. Thee is a time and a place for everything. The
bar at the local club for the deaf is not their office and while many
small problems can be solved there, they should be handled at the
office for the sake of individual privacy if nothing else. To facili-
tate this. the office could have hours arranged so people can come
in after work or on Saturdays.

People who come to professionals should not be forced to come
in just because it is the only game in town. Professionals should
respect the right of the client to utilize other resources in the com-
munity They should establish contacts with other community
agencies and refer their c':ents to these agencies if the scope of the
problem is beyond their ability to handle or if the client prefers the
services of another agency.

Utilize Consultants

A little known facet of the counseling profession is that social
workers, marriage counselors, psychologists and others frequently
utilize the services of consultants where they review cases they
have handled or are handling, without revealing the identities of
those involved. This serves as a review for the professionalit
brings in the viewpoint of an outsider who may provide a fresh
insight to the problem or a better method for handling the case.

Many deaf people are so self-conscious about their language
limitations, they will not go to a social worker, psychologist or
other professional on their own, or even with an interpreter; yet
they are anxious to air their problems and seek help from deaf
leaders whom they respect and can talk with easily. As a result,
deaf lay or "grassroots" leaders often are asked for advice. If
the problem is serious, it leaves them in an uncomfortable po-
sition : They may not want to turn away a friend or acquaintance
who obviously needs help; and at the same time, they are wary of
saying the wrong thing or may not know what to say. In such
a situation, the deaf leader could well adopt the procedure of pro-
fessionals by seeking the services of a sympathetic and qualified
consultant with whom he could sit down and discuss the problem
without disclosing identities.

Agencies May Be Limited

There are, unfortunately, limitations imposed on Community
Service Agencies due to lack of adequate personnel, budgetary
considerations. or other insurmountable reasons which require
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drawing a line as to the type of service and number of services
such an agency can provide. One way this can be overcome and
the scope of available services expanded is by establishing a re-
ferral program with other community agencies in a more favor-
able position to provide the requested service. When this has to
be done, it should be done tactfully and the reasons why fully
explained.

Phone Galls

Clerical help at Community Service Agencies should be in-
structed not to ask the reason why the party calling for an ap-
pointment wishes to be served. Unlike other agencies serving
the general public who can make phone calls in the privacy of
their own home, clients coming to an agency serving the deaf
frequently ask an acquaintance or a neighbor to make the call
for them; and the nature of the problem may very well be some-
thing the client wouldn't want the person calling for him to know.

Establish The Professional's Role / Alaintaining An Image

Professionals working with the deaf should, in a work situation,
establish a professional role and maintain this role throughout the
situation. If a professional is called in to assist another agency
as an interpreter, then he should confine his services to inter-
preting and nothing more. As has been pointed out previously, the
world of the deaf is a small oneand professionals working with
the deaf should not mix their professional and personal identities.
This can be rather awkward at times. For instance, a professional
working with the general public can attend a dance or a party
and relax, knowing that none of the people there are likely ever to
come to his office seeking advice; but a professional working with
the deaf is not so fortunate. The girl he is dancing with or
the man seated at his side may very well be in his office next week
or next month.

Moonlighting.

Professionals ,should refrain from getting involved in conflict-
of-interest situations. For example, a counselor who also "moon-
lights" as an insurance agent on the side may be doing himself
more harm than good. Clients who come to his office are there
for counseling, if that is his professional role; not to buy an
insurance policy.
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What Would You I)o' / (,ate ///t/orict

Five hypothetical cases were outlined for discussion at the
workshop and participants were asked %%ilia they would do in
the situation. Some interesting observations were developed:

1. Professionals should not restrict their activities to working,
with clients who have problems. It is just as important to work
at preventing problems from developing as it is to provide a cure.
If the Community Service Agency can, by taking a more active
role in the eel-mu/y. organizing adult education classes, activi-
ties for senior citizens, or for young (leaf people home from resi-
dential schools for the summer. prevent problems from arising.
then the Community Service Agency should do so for they are the
logical people to contact available community resources and get
things started.

2. They must convince the deaf community that their confi-
dences will be maintained even though the professional attends
the same affairs they do and mixes with them as their peer. It
is up to the professional to make this clear during the very first
visit.

Keep Personal Bias Out

:. The counselor must keep his personal bias out of every situa-
tion and consider the problem from a professional point of view
not as a member of the deaf community himself.

4. The professional should keep his own ego out of the picture.
Frequently, he will be tested as to his ability to do what is expected
of him: to see if he does retain confidences; to see if he will refer
clients to other agencies (which is a common practice in service
agencies), and he should go along with his clients and "keep his
cool."

5. There is a difference between Community Service Agencies
and the office of a local department of the State Division of Voca-
tional Rehabilitation. The professional should make this difference
known.

6. There is a difference of opinion as to the amount of social
mixing the professional should dobut there is agreement that
the two roles should be kept separate.

7. Local leaders should work with the professional, and the pro-
fessional should actively recruit this support. In turn, the pro-
fessional should work with those leaders.

8. The professional should be completely aware of the local
deaf community and its problems. He should not limit his concern
to just the problems he can handle, but should be aware of all
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of them, while still controlling personal bias as mentioned in
item 3.

How To Go About Getting An Agency / Getting Organize -/

How does a local community go about getting a Community
Service for the Deaf organized?

The first step is to get organized.

Call in heads or representatives of all organizations serving the
deaf, including clubs for the deaf, churches and schools. Set up a
sort of council of organizations and come to an agreement as to
what is needed. The population base for such an agency should
be at least 200-250 residents before even considering the problem.
Establish a board of directors with influential people on it. Be
sure the deaf themselves are adequately represented. Approach a
source of financial assistance, such as a local organization with
funds, national organizations, a local manufacturer who would
provide the necessary money for two or three years' operation. Get
the deaf population ready for an agency of this nature and enlist
their help. Once you secure a commitment for financial assistance,
your problems are halfway solved.

Secure the services of a competent individual to act as a di-
rector. Locate a suitable place and try to get the necessary office
equipment donated from various service clubs in your area. Once
you have done all this, you have an agency in operation.

Continuity

Now you must secure a means of continuing the agency as you
would not be able to operate successfully on a fee basis. Approach
the local United Fund or Speech and Hearing Center and try to
work out an agreement for continued support. You could apply for
a federal grant, provided you had the financial backing of a group,
firm or organization that would put up 10 percent of the amount
requested. Information on the proper steps can be iivi by writing
to the Communications Disorders Branch of the Social and Re-
habilitation Services, Department of Health, Education and Wel-
fare, Washington, D.C. 20201.

But the very first step is to get organized. Get in touch with
the directors of established agencies and ask for recommendations
as to how to go about doing this. It is not all that hard, but it is
time-consuming and it does require your getting organized.
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Don't Fall Into Traps / A W. (» d Of Caution

All that has been covered here applies to community leaders.
What traps professionals will, also, trap community leaders. If
activities or poor professional conduct such as repeating confi-
dences, butting in with superior knowledge when you are not
invited to do so, giving uncalled for advice, or forcing services
on people without being asked is unethical for professionals and
could cause their Community Service Agencies to fail, it would
cause the local leaders to fail also were they to engage in the
same malpractices.
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It has been said that everyone needs community services,
and community agencies have been an established part of the
American scene for many years; but even though the deaf have
been giving their "fair share" to support these agencies, they
have seldom received the kind and quality of services they need.

This is not because agency doors have been closed to the
deaf, but because of the communications problem. Fortunately,
more and more mirrunity agencies are beco,ning aware of the
unique problems and needs of the deaf and are taking steps
to make it possible for deaf clients to utilize their services more
effectively. This has been especially apparent in areas where the
deaf, themselves, have taken the first steps to initiate such
community interaction, and have taken an active part in imple-
menting special measures to achieve this end.
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COMAIVNITY AGENCY RESOURCE

Establishing Communication / The Problem

Community services are for everybody, and communication is
the only real barrier to utilization of these resources by the
deaf. Misunderstanding, impatience and implied prejudice may
appear to be barriers but are, in truth, only facets of the com-
municative difficulties which affect both (leaf persons and agency
personnel in establishing rapport and or empathy.

Communication never will be easy; but if deaf leaders at the
local level will initiate conversationsorally, written or through
interpreters -no matter how awkwardly at first, they will find
community agency leaders more than willing to meet them half-
way. This newfound rapport will make group dynamics and
community interaction possible.

Where To Get Information

Information and help can be obtained from many sources:
1. Directories and other printed compilations.

LOCAL
a. United Fund brochures, Community Services Councils di-

rectories. (See your local phone book for addresses.)
b Newspaper article.: and supplements.
c. State associations of the deaf publications.

NATIO,;_iL
a. The Deaf American, (55 a year, write to 814 Thayer Ave.,

;71,.-er Spring, Md. 20910.
b Hearin!' and Speech News, (Write to National Association

of Hearing and Speech Agencies, 919 18th St., N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20006.)

c. Gorernment publications, (Write to the Communications
Disorders Branch of the Rehabilitation Services Admin-
istration, Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
Washington, D.C. 20201.)

d. American Annals of the Deaf, annual directory issues ($4,
Write to 5034 Wisconsid Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C.
20016.)

2. Charm ers of Commerce.
3. Organizations of and foi the deaf.

a. National associations.
b. State associations.
c. Local associdtions and clubs.
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d. Hearing and speech centers.
4. Government agencies (especially RSA offices).
5. Religious organizations.
6. Rehabilitation offices.
7. Schools for the deaf.
8. Public libraries, university libraries.

While the availability of community resources may vary in
specific locations, it can be seen from the above that anyone who
really wants inforloation can find it. The list of community
resources available to the deaf is even longer. To mention just
a few :

HealthPublic (usually free) : Medicare, Social Security, free
clinics and immunization services, testing services (tuberculosis,
diabetes), and mental health services. Semi-public and private
agencies (which may charge full or partial fees) include: the
Easter Seal programs, Heart Association, Cancer Society, speech
and hearing centers, and all the many specialized associations
such as the Multiple Sclerosis Society.

WelfarePublic: Welfare departments, unemployment com-
pensation, family counseling and children's services. Private: All
the United Fund agencies, such as Travelers Aid and Family
Service Societies.

Government agencies--Federal employment services, Social
Security Administration and Vocational Rehabilitation.

EducationalAdult education, trade schools, arts and crafts
classes.

Religions organizationsCatholic Charities. Jewish Charities,
etc.

RecreationalPublic: Departments of parks and playgrounds,
recreation departments (organized athletics, camping programs),
senior citizens programs. Private: Clubs and other organizations
of the deaf, company-sponsored programs, YMCA, YWCA, CYO,
church-sponsored activities.

OthersFoundations and philanthropies, service-club sup-
ported programs, Civil Liberties Union, Legal Aid Society and
Better Business Bureaus.

The purpose of the foregoing lengthybut still partialre-
cital is to emphasize the fact that there are community resources
available to the deaf and that they are being utilized by the deaf.

Underuse Of Community Resources / Whair Wrong?

Why, then. aren't morn leaf people making effective use of
available community resources? Is there indifference to the prob-
lem on the part of agency leaders or a touch of paranoia on the
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part of deaf leaders?

l'se or non-use of community resources depends on:
A. Undetstandin!: the problem.

1. Total problem. (What is the total problem?)
2. Own contributions to solution. (What can I do about it?)
3. Other peoples' contributions to solution. (What can others

do?)
4. Special problems.

B. Bete? raf to appropriate agency.
1. By whom? (Who should make this referral? The individual

with the problem has some responsibility.)
2. Who decides on the "appropriate" agency?

('. Barriers.
1. Communication ability to understand and be understood.
2. Lack of appreciation of each other's problems, or of an

agency's problems.
3. Lack of confidence and impatience on both sides.
4. Lack of understanding of the handicap. (Or actual problem.)
5. Lack of persistence.
6. Lack of follow-up.

D. Leadetship.
1. Absence.
2. Circular (like ants following each other around the rim

of a glass.)
3. Authoritative.

a. Paternalistic.
b. Dictatorship.
c. Possibility of vacuum if leader is no longer able to

function.
4. Unobtrusive.

"There is no limit to what a man can do if he doesn't .rare
who gets the credit."

5. Cooperative.
a More talent available. Makes more use of available man-

power.
b. Less demand on individual's time if responsibilities are

shared.
c. Sharing of responsibilities.
d. Group rather than individual success.

E. Task functions.
1. Individual action.
2. Giving information.
3. Giving opinions.
4. Seeking information.
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5. Improving communication.
F. Decisions.

1. Definition of responsibilities of :
a. Group.
b. Governing body (board of directors.)
c. Officers.

2. Time factors involved.
a. Long range.
c. Short rangeemergency or on -the -spot.

3. Application to unique local situation.

Steps To l7tilization Commumty Retourcel

Once the many ramifications involved in providing community
services are grasped and tht problems involved in implementa-
tion of new or expanded services appreciated, orderly steps to
effective utilization of available community resources by the deaf
can be taken.

Steps in Utilization of Resources
1. Defining the problem.
2. Collecting information.
3. Studying the problem.
4. Developing the presentation.
5. Deciding the course of action.
6. Taking action.
7. Evaluating the results.
8. Regrouping or adjustments.
9. Continuing action.

IMMARY

Effective utilization of community resources by the deaf calls
for a comprehensive list of agencies in a given community
both public and privatealong with descriptions of their func-
tions. Most United Funds and Community Scrvices Councils have
such lists for the asking. Such information should be kept in a
central and well-known location readily accessible when prob-
lems arise. Once an individual problem is apparent, referral
should be to an appropriate agency.

The agency should be given all possible assistance with initial
and progressive handling of the problem. Interpreting services
and background information and material should be made avail-
able. The deaf person being served should be made aware of
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the potential services and whether or not a fee is involved. He
should understand his own obligations. such as keeping appoint-
ments and following recommended courses of a.,tion.

As stated at the beginning of this section, communication is
the only real lin, lie, to utili:ation of community resources. In
some cases, a special counseling and referral service, such as
at Kansas City. is the answer: in other areas the problem is
handled by asking an existing community agency to assume this
responsibility. This may be more practical in areas of sparse or
medium population density. such as Utah, where special legis-
lative appropriations permit the office of Vocational Rehabilita-
tion to help deaf people in need of counseling and referral serv-
ices. as well as those seeking vocational rehabilitation.

Quality Is Important Deaf Leadertivp

Utilization of community resources also depends upon the type
of leadership in the organizations of the deaf, as does the success
of the organization in general. Shared decisionsquality deci-
sionsstand a better chance of acceptance

Although leaders of the deaf should be knowledgeable about
community resources and make every effort to recognize in-
dividual problems for appropriate referrals, they should avoid
personal involvement other than the initial contacts and insistence
that there be a follow through. Deaf leaders also have another
responsibilityto make the handicap visible and let the hearing
community know it need not be a barrier to community inter-
action. This can be done best by taking an interest in community
affairs, whether they concern the deaf or not. Attendance at
United Fund functions and Community Services Council meetings.
with an interpreter to make the discussions meaningful, is one of
the beiit ways to brinng the handicap and the people to the atten-
tion of hearing leaders.

Enlarge Concepts
In utilization of community resources. organizations of the

deaf can, and should. enlarge their own concepts and improve
organizationa!' and operational procedures. Instead of going
around in circles. without a real leader, or following an authori-
tative leader who is permitted to dictate, members of an organi-
zation should insist that responsibilities at every level be clearly
defined and that decisions be made accordingly. In short, when
deaf leaders gain an understanding of how their community makes
decisions, they can join in these decisions.
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A MAJOR BREAKTHROUGH.

It is almost impossible for hearing people to imagine com-
munity interaction without telephones, and this is one reason
why the deaf have remained outside the mainstream of com-
munity life.

If a hearing person were to keep an accurate record of all
the telephone calls he made and received in one month, then tried
to visualize the time, expense and trouble he would have gone
to make these contacts face to face, he might gain some idea of
the tremendous inconvenience a hearing handicap imposes. And
if the hearing person would further separate social from business
telephone conversations, he would realize how much enjoyment
is denied the deaf.

Fortunately, through the use of an acoustical converter and
"hand-me-down" teletypewriters, more and more deaf people can
now look at the telephone as a blessing rather than a bete noire.
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Lonininninitiont----Coninimno I nteritit/On

By Paul L Taylor
Chairman, Commumcationp Committee, National Association of the Deaf

Communication is a means of conveying ideas and thoughts
from one person to another. The list of communicative methods is
an endless one. One of the most important methods of communi-
cation, speech, has been largely denied to hearing impaired in-
dividuals. This denial is especially obvious when one considers
devices such as public address systems, telephones and the like.
To counteract such deficiencies. the message must be re-conveyed
in such a form that the hearing senses are not involved. However,
it is the recipient which has the final decision or that gadget's
usefulness.

The Acoustical Converter / A Maio,. Breakthrough

Since the invention several years ago, of an acoustical con-
verter which enables teletypewriters to act as a mechanical in-
termediary on telephonic communications, the number of deaf
individuals using the telephone by themselves has mushroomed
from a handful to approximately 600. The use of the acoustical
converter and teletypewriter accessories has broken a major
communications barrier among the deaf. The reason for its re-
markable success is its ease and adaptability; in fact, it is no
more difficult than an ordinary typewriter. Long before the
acoustical converter's emergence, various attempts were made to
break the telephone barrier within reasonable cost. Flashinglights and buzzers were utilized as sensory accessories to the
telephone. They were not universally popular since they involved
a long learning process in mastering the codes. Not only that,
the transmission and receiving of messages was tedious and
often too abbreviated to derive any enjoyment.

Forms of community interaction of interest to us are deaf-
deaf and deaf-hearing. St. Louis, San Francisco, Los Angeles,
Indianapolis, New York City, Washington, D.C., and Chicago now
have extensive teletypewriter networks mostly used for deaf-deaf
communication.

Deaf-Hearing Communication / Ansu eying Service%

Indianapolis, St. Louis, Los Angeles and San Francisco now
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have answering services. which facilitate deaf hearing communi-
cations over the telephone. A deaf person can contact the answer-
ing service and type his message to an intermediary, who relays
it orally to the hearing person. The process is rev-rsed when
the hearing person wants to tell the deaf person something.

The March, 1969, issue of The Der!! American depicts the fan-
tastic growth of the St. Louis teletypewriter network since its
conception in May, 1967.

Printed materials giving information about setting up a tele-
phone teletypewriter system either for yourself or for your
friends can be obtained by writing to Teletypewriters for the
Deaf, Inc., P.O. Box 622, Indianapolis, Indiana 46206.
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RESPONSES OF THE PARTICIPANTS TO THE
WORKSHOP GROUP SESSIONS

"True feelings" are not always best expressed by the words
Well Satisfied, Moderately Satisfied, Neutral, and so on ; thus we
provided space on the survey forms for people to write down
what they liked most or liked /cast.

Space does not permit a complete extract of each return,
and in any case many of the participants expressed similar
thoughts in only slightly different (and sometimes identical!)
language, so the following excerpts are as close as possible to the
thinking of the majority of the people who responded.

Certain phenomena seem apparent from reading the responses:
Deaf people prefer structured to unstructured situations but, as
they warm up to a task they tend to become more acceptant of
the unique. This lees not come out clearly in the tabulations since
brevity is an aim, but the raw data showed it markedly.

A signed comment is repeated verbatim herewith as typical
of many responses received in the mail:

"I would gladly give the rest of my life if I only had had
this training 20 years ago. Do it again !C. D. Billings, Colorado."
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POLITICAL DYNAMICS

WHAT DID YOU LIKE AIOST ABOUT THIS GROUP'

Practical, simple approach.
Extent of information.
Instructorhe was interested in the deaf.
Participant involvement and discussion.
Learning how to use pressure.
Ideas on using politics.
Group size was just right for close interaction.
Importance of using deaf voting power, registering, etc.
Instructor's persondity, clear thinking.
Understanding of politics.
Political resources available to the deaf.
Frankness.
Importance of preparation.
How to draft legislation.
Basic idea that although we are deaf we do not need to let our
needs go unnoticed.
Available political resources.
Explanation of the law and legal rights of the deaf.
In expressing their ideas the group gave me a lot to consider in
expressing mine.

WHAT DID YOU LIKE LEAST ABOUT THIS GROUP'

Some participants did not speak up.
Mental wandering of some participants.
Need a week for this type of class!
Prejudices.
Not enough time.
Group reaction to some parts of discussion.
Not enough literature passed out.
Prolonged lecturing.
Some individuals who spoke up were not qualified to do so.
Overlapping subjects ; repetitious.
We were so, new to the workshop idea that we did not know how
to get the most out of the discussions.
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REI iABILITATION COMM( TNITY COORDINATION

WHAT DID YOU UK,' ,11051 ABOUT THIS GROUP)

Well coordinated and presented subject by knowledgeable in-
structor.
Participant involvement.
Group size was just right for interaction.
Learning about services available.
Instructor's interest in us.
Open-minded, understanding.
Unhurried presentation.
Very helpful speaker.
How to get a VR counselor for the deaf.
Discussion of medical aspects of Rehabilitation.
Encouraged us to strive for more deaf counselors.
Impressed by what one active man could do to secure services.
So many things were explained that I did not know about that I
now feel I have a much better understanding of Rehabilitation.
The idea of a community center for the deaf supported by the
United Fund.

WHAT DID YOU LIM' LEAD ABOUT THIS GROUP?

No exchange of ideas.
Not enough deaf professionals in Rehabilitation.
Not enough useable information.
Old hat.
Instructor needs more time with deaf groups.
Lack of group participation.
Pessimistic attitudes of some of the participants.
Emphasis on filing and processing of documents.
Counseling.
Unanswered question: Why some rehabilitation counselors are
not as efficient as they could be.

LEGISLATIVE TECHNIQUES

WHAT DID YOU LIKF ,11057 ABOUT THIS GROUP?

A great teacher with fine insight. Practical information.
Learning about our own responsibilities.
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Learned a lot of political know-how.
How to reach the big shots in government.
A real eye-opener on how to organize a power group.
Simple principles on how to get legislation.
How to go about getting political action.
Awareness of need.
Instructor's graciousness and willingness to repeat.
Very informative.
Clarity of presentation.
Liked meeting the real McCoya real legislator.
Thought-provoking!
Legislative processes.
How to draft a bill.
Honesty of the instructor and desire to serve people.
They asked many questions and learned a lot.

WHAT DID YOU LIKI: LEAST ABOUT THIS GROUP>

The fact that deaf people have been missing many opportunities.
The instructor seemed to be talking to a wall, i.e., possibly a
Politician talking to the masses?
Instructor should have talked less:
Other trainees got off the subject.
Participants did not get a chance to ask more questions.
Too much hammering away at simple principles.
It was not geared to our level of thinking.
Emphasis on councils that have little bearing on the deaf.
Too fast and furious?
Long, drawn-out lecturing, boring in a sense. Reptitious.

ADULT EDI JCATION

WHAT DID YOU LIKE AIOS1 ABOUT THIS GROUP>

The hows and whys.
The wealth of information on adult education offered by the
instructor. (Numerbus similar responses.)
Instructor's personal approach, open discussion.
Plenty of hand-outs.
Optimism.
The understanding that there is a lot that we can do to help our
fellow man through adult education.
Instructor's desire to help.
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Av.ulability of funds in our own state, and ways of getting the
money.
Adult education is our rightstand up for it!
The challenge to broaden our education.
Instructor made each of us participate by asking us questions
and insisting on answers.

WHAT 1)11) YOt 1.IK I /./.,-1S7 ABM 'I 1 HIS GROt 'I),

Lack of answers to the problem of the community with a small
(leaf population.
We did not come up with any good ideas on how we can encourage
deaf adults to come forward and accept the chance to advance
themselves.
No comparison to other states; ais programs may have succeeded
because of him, not program strength.
No illustrations of "How to" start one, get money, etc.
Lack of time.

PERSONAL AWARENESS TRAINING

WHAT DID YOU LIKI' /110,S1 ABOLIT THIS GROUP,

People were willing to admit weaknesses.
Chance to open up a little bit.
Instructor knew his stuff.
Trainee involvement.
Like stepping into a new world.
Dynamic, lively discussions. Relevant, fruitful.
Normally hidden feelings surfacing.
Observing other's reactions.
The understanding that we got that we're all individuals and
human beings.
Learned much about the personalities and characteristics of my
group.
Liked their criticism.
They were all trying to find out what personal awareness train-
ing was all about!
Demonstrated the need for sensitivity training for adult deaf
people, regardless of educational background.
Deeper communicationa new experience for me.
Helped me understand others better.
Good rapport among participants.
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New approach to learning.
Instructor's cooperative and open-minded attitude.
The process of becoming aware of myself as well as others
around me.
They accepted criticism very well.
Different approaci. in getting to know ourselves, face criticism
which is necessary for a good leader.
Exciting!
Feelings!

WHAT DID YOU LIM' LLAST ABOUT THIS GROUP

Many participants were too reserved.
No specific goal in this group. We were getting nowhere.
Some good leading questions by the instructor were evaded by
the group.
Missed: "How to" get this type of training at home among our
own groups.
Silence of the instr..:-.:1"~.
Did not understand the aim o; this session
The anger it br..ight out in some participants.
Their feelings.
Oralist-manualist controversy.
Not enough honesty or guts.
Unexplained reasons for behavior.
Instructor did not get involved enough.
Some of the group did not read or understand their homework so
did not know what was expected of them.
They picked too much on an oralist instead of nicely impressing
him.
Too much frt.stration. Instructor did not ask question., but made
us aware of ourselves.

LEADERSHIP ETHICS

WHAT DID YOU UM MOST ABOUT THIS GROUP?

Learning about ethics--a subject unknown to the deaf.
Necessity' of confidentiality.
E:.change of views.
Active ,articipation on theoretical cases, problem-solving.
Concept of not building false hopes in troubled people.
Instructor's dynamic presentation and illustrations.
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The knowledge that professional people can be tru,ted and will
uphold the right to privacy.
More respect for the rights of others.
Their desire to help.
Excellent communication with the deaf instructor.
Showed the value of working with and through other agencies
to get the job done.
Appreciated having professional sharing his views with us
non-pros.
How to handle peddlers, and marriage on the rocks.
Learning what is being done in Kansasand that it can be done
in my state.

WHAT DID YOU LIKE LL9S1 ABOUT THIS GROUP?

We were not given a chance to express our own ethics.
Not enough tiiile.
So many of us have the same problems.
Instructor was a little difficult to understand at times.
Instructor's personal background should not have been included
in his talk.
Tendency of a few to forget the rules of courtesyside conver-
sations.
Interruptions from "outsiders."

COMMUNITY RESOURCES

WHAT DID YOU LIKE MOST ABOUT THIS GROUP)

Good conversation and questions.
Became aware of available resources.
Goou instructor, good materials and presentation.
Immediately useable information.
Learning about the different levels of government and how they
could be of use to me.
Sincerity of effort to learn on part of participants.
Visual aids.
Amazed at the number of possible resources for getting help.
Value of tear work.
Very relevant.
How the "other guy" feels about dealing with the deaf.
Very optimistic instructor.
Wisdom of referring people to the proper agency.
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WHAl DID YOt 1.IKI 0.11/ Ali Ol 1 THIS (illOt Pi

Ignorance . . part of leaders of available resources.
Needed illustrations of what kind of services are available.
Prejudices
Lack of time.
Lack of group participation.
Insufficient literature.
No emphasis on bow to p,. , about getting or doing the things I
want to do.
Not clear enough on major points.
Didn't seen. to answer complete questions.
Session was too short.
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APPENDIX

hiculty

Political Mt won ics

Jos Erit J. PERNICK. fridge, Detroit Probate Court, Detroit,
Michigan.

RehabilitationCom ow nity Coordination

FRANK GATTAS. Si/priris(W. Rehabilitation Services, Deaf 1-_nd
Hard of Hearing, Ohio Burean of Vocational Rehabilitation.

Lcnixtals re Technoines

ERNEST H. DEAN. lb «Ilch 1)i, veto'', Utah Technical College
at Provo. Utah; member Utah State Senate : past Speaker of
the Utah House of Representatives.

Adnif Edneation

DR. IZA I. JONES, Pow rf Director, Leadership Training Pro-
gram in the Area of the Deaf; Professor. San Fernando Valley
Sta 1 e College. Northridge. California.
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Purse/end Awareness Training
DR. L. STEWART OLSEN. Chief of Vocatiomtl Serrices, Reha-
bilitation Center. University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah.

Ethics of Professional Leadership
ROGER M. FALBERG, Director, Community Service Agency for
the Deaf. Kansas City, Missouri.

Community Agency Resources

ROBERT K. WARD, Utah Office of Rehabilitation Services; past
Statewide Planning Director; former assistant director of Salt
Lake City Community Services Council.

Reiource Pe) font

Resource persons are vital: they possess specialized knowledge
which is available to participants and faculty alike. Liberal use
was made of their particular talents both in and out of Kroup
discussions. They had no particular assignments and floated from
group to group.

Among those assembled for our Leadership Training Workshop
were:

ROBERT 0. LANKENAU. President, National Association of the
Deaf .

Organization structure, local, state and rational

FREDERICK SCHREIBER. Execytire Secretary, National Association
of the Deaf

The National Census of the Deaf: How it will work.

ALBERT PIMENTEI Executive Directm, Registry of Interpreters
for the Deaf

How to get a local or state registry orvanized.

PAUL 1, TAYLOR. Choirman, N A D Communi.-ations ( ommittee
Phonetype-Teleprinter communicatiims over the telephone.
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DoN G.
PETTINGn.i.. Diruct, Services for the Deaf, Seattle

Speech and Hearing CenterDevelopment of services for the deaf within existing hearing

and speech agencies.
Bowl.: R.

WILLIAM.. Chiu.
Communications Disorders Branch,

Division of Disability Services, Rehabilita-
tion Services

Administration, Social andRehabilitation Service.
Department of

Health, Education and Welfare
How to do practically anything.

PLinning Committee

WORKSHOP IN THE
LEADERSHIP

TRAINING IN REHA-

BILITATION AND
COMMUNITY

SERVICES FOR PEOPLE

WHO ARE DEAF. April 11th & 12th, 1968. Salt Lake City,

Utah

List of
participants in this

meeting.Mr. Richard L. Babb
Dr. Vaughn L. Hall,

Exc.-Have

Leadership Training, Area of
Director

Deaf

1200 University City Building

San Fernando Valley State
136 East South Temple

College

Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

1811 Nordhoff
Northridge, California 91324Mrs. Alice Beardsley1728 Empire Boulevard, ±t109NVebster, New York 14581Mr. G. Leon Curtis, UAD Pres.2579 Adams Avenue, Apt. 14Ogden, Utah 84401

Mr. Victor H. GallowayNational Technical Institutefor the DeafOne Lomb Memorial DriveRochester, New York, 14623Mr. Ernest Hairston,
Coordinato,

Deaf Project, GoodwillIndustries
1331 Edgehill Road

Mrs. Pauline Hicks1937 West K ad
Jacksonville, Florida 32216
Mr. Robert Lankenau1575 Redwood AvenueAkron, Ohio 44301

Mr. Andrew Marrin, AssociateRegional
CommissionerRegion VIII, Federal BuildingDenver, Colorado 80202

Mr. Robert Pagel108 Quaker Circle
Madison, Wisconsin 53719

Mr. Lloyd Perkins7173 South De Ville DriveSalt Lake City, Utah 84121
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Mr. Richard Phillips
Gkiltaudet College
Washington, D. C. 20002

Mr. Robert G. Sanuerson,
Coordinator

1200 University Club Building
136 East Scut)? Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

Mr. Jess M. Smith
5125 Radnor Road
Indianapolis. Indiana 46226

Mr. Gene I). Stewart,
Counse/or

1200 University Club Building
136 East South Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

Dr. Nora Weckler
San Fernando Valley State

College
Northridge, California, 91324
Dr. Boyce R. Williams, Chief
Communications Disorders

Branch
Rehabilitation Services

Administration
Washington, D. C. 20201

Dr. James ('. Marsters
175 South ElMolino
I'asadena. California 91106
Mr. Robert K. Ward, Director
1200 University.' Club Building
136 East South Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

lrork chop Mtruci haw,

Robert Cunningham
556 Zinn.: Lane
Birmingham, Alabama 35215

Charlotte ('ollums
5115 C. Street
Little Rock. Arkansas 72205

Tommy R. Walker
401 Brook Park Dr.
Little Rock, Arkansas 72205.

Saul Brandt
6245 Kester Avenue th2
Van Nuys, California 91401

Warren G. Jones
P.O. Box 12
Woody Kern County,
California 93287

Ralph V. Jordan
California School for the Deaf
2601 Warring Street
Berkeley. California 94704

$6

Julian S. Singleton
4770 Harrcourt Avenue N.E.
Salem. Oregon 97303

Joseph S. Slotnick
822 Oxford Avenue
Marina Del Rey, California

90291

Arthur B. Simon
2001 Sacramento Street
San Francisco, California

94109

Robert H. Weitbrech`
Redwood City, California
1966 Woodside Road

94061

Kyle G. Workman
3317 West 166th Street
Torrance, California 94061
Charles D. Billings
2920 South Glencoe Street
Denver, Colorado 80222



o

Ron Fa ucett
2716 South Lamar Street
Denver, Colorado 80207

Hubert Anderson. Jr.
2018 Maryland Avenue

N.E. =7
Washing ton. D.C. 20002

.1 rome 1Vityne Peeples
311 South Betty Lane =6
Clearwater. Florida 33516

Walter A. Brown. Jr.
3160 Iit low Oak Dr.
Doravilie, Georgia 30340

Ronald G. Jones
R.R. 2 Box 106 B
Gooding. Idaho 83330

Das id Wilding
529 West 9th Avenue
Gooding, Idaho. 83330

Patric! F. Fitzpatrick
1211 Hirsch Street
Melrose Park. Illinois 60160

Dale Hovinga
Box 621
Council Bluffs. Idaho 51501

LaVerne M. Mass
3719 M Avenue N.W.
Cdar Rapids. Iowa 52401

Dale E. Vanflemert
3316 Belaire Road
De, Moines. hmi, 50310

Eugene F. Schick, Sr.
701 South 1th Avenue
Beech Grove, Indiana 46107

Douglas Slasor
1757 Funston Court
Columbus. Ohio 13227

Pearl J. Allen (Mrs.)
1.15 North Ridgewood
Wichita. Kansas 67208

Dorothy 13. Huge (Mr, )
901 Woodrow
Wichita. Kansas 67203

Edward E. Corbett, Jr.
455 Seyburn Dr.
Baton Rouge. Louisiana 70808
Litchi,. Eugene Walker
2925 Jefferson Avenue
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70808
1,:le A. !links
808 Strand Avenue
Manhattan Beach, Californ.a
90226

Evelyn J. DeLIeyere
4312 ourville
Detroit, Michigan 48224
Joseph C. Germain
1029 North Fletcher
Kalamazoo, Michigan. 19007

Gerald B. Holmes
1188 Bird Street
Birmingham, Michigan 48009
William T. Peterson, Jr.
3701 Flamingo Avenue S.W.
Wyoming. (Grand Rapids)

Michigan

S. Melvin Carter. Jr.
Sharon H. Carter
719 S.W. Tatepaha Boulevard
Faribault. Minnesota 55021
George E. Hanson
503 Third Street S.W.
Faril,ault, Minnesota 55021

Lloyd V. Moe
1211 East 6th Street
Duluth, Minnesota 55805
Don Hill
308 B. Walsh Street
St. Louis, Missouri 63111
Thomas Short
6940 A Idaho Avenue
St. Louis. Missouri 63111

Si
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Patricia Dow
Galiaudet College
Kendall Green
Washington, D.C. 20002

Esperanza C. Latimer
P. 0. Box 1051
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501

H. A illiam Bernstein
67 -30 204th Street
Holliswood, New York 11423
1V:wren R. Goldmann
Box 9759
Rochester, Yew York 11423

Arturo A. Montoya
University of Tennessee
Department of Special Educa-

tion and Rehabilitation
Kno.cville. Tennessee 37916

Richard H. Myers
2400 East 3rd Street
Brooklyn, New York 11223
Diane M. Fassey
6421 Kandover Road Apt. 202
Cheverly, Maryland 20785
JLInes N. Stern
99 Hillside Avenue
New York City, New York

10040

Doris Rurnette
P.O. Box 1094
Raleigh. North Carolina 27602
Ralph P. Crutchfield
2640 Lomond Street S.E.
Winston Salem. North Caro-

lina 27107

J. Sterling White
13337 Waybridge Lane
Winston-Salem, North Caro-

lina 27103

William B. Blevins
15780 Five Points Road
Perrysburg, Ohio 43551

SS

Carrie B. Dix( '
1629 Vassar Aenue N.W.
Canton. Ohio 3551

William K. Rodgers
R.R. 5 Joanne Drive
Washington Court House, Ohio

43160

Jack Walker
1815 Goodyear Boulevard
Akron, Ohio 44305

Naydean McElhaney
3133 South Boston Ct.
Tulsa. Oklahoma 74108

Fred Wattei son
151 South 168 Street East
Tulsa Oklahoma 74108

George Wm. Johnston
5684 River Road North
Salem, Oregon 97303
Sandra Y. Johnston
5684 River Road North
Salem. Oregon 97303
George C. Scheler, Jr.
3613 S.E. 9th Street
Portland, Oregon 97202
Wesley Dickson
112 Lloyd Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

15218

Robert S. Lawson
709 Barclay Drive S.E.
Knoxville, Tennessee 37920

Larry Dane Evans
1923 Cannotiwood
Austin. Texas 78745
Ken McLellan
2302 Barton Village ...t4.104
Austin, Texas
Dennis R. Platt
655 36th Street
Ogden. Utah 81401



Gordon Wilson Landes
1441 Martha ('ostis Drive
Alexandria. Virginia 22302
Laurence A. Schoenberg
18247 1st Avenue South
Seattle. Washington 98148

Waldo T. Cordano
520 Parish Street
De lavan, Wisconsin 53115

Robert Scribner
222 West Geneva Street
Delavan, Wisconsin 53115

Intel /?retort

Mrs. Madeline Burton
2984 W. Appleton Drive
Salt Lake City-, Utah 84119

Miss Victoria M. Cotter
4836 Ignacio Avenue
Oakland, California 94601

Miss Karen Dixon
Leadership Training, Area of

Deaf
San Fernando Valley State

College
1811 Nordhoff
Northridge, California 91324

Mrs. Lucy Greenwood
750 Edgemoor
San Leandro, California

Miss Virginia Lee Hughes
6532 Aldea
Van Nuys, California 91406

Mrs. Betty Jones
2960 Adams
Salt Lake City, Utah 84115

Mrs. Betha A. Kondrotis
3740 West Floyd Avenue
Denver, Cdorado 80236
Miss Loretta McDonald
Hawaii School for the Deaf
3440 Leahi Avenue
Honolulu, Hawaii 96815

Mrs. Beth Ann Stewart
742 Elgin Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106
Mr. Keith Tolzin
245 W. 4th North *1
Logan, Utah 84321
Mrs. Ann Topliff
908 South Pierson Ct.
Denver, Colorado 80226

Dr. Noy roan Tully
Gallaudet Co:lege
Kendall Green
Washington, D.C. 20002
Mrs. Et' '.1 Seward
1162 East 3rd South
Salt Lake City, Utah 84102

Reeirdert

Ernest Hairston--Joseph Pernick
Victor GallowayFrank Gattas
Alice BeardsleyErnest Dean
Gene StewartRay Jones
Leon CurtisStewart Olsen
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Richard BabbRoger Falberg
Jess SmithRobert Ward

Edit(sr

Eugene W. Petersen

Leader In 1, 7. ramin 11- 01 kthot; Schednlc-

11*.edneild). Angutt 1i

12:00 Noon
1:00-5 :00
5 :00 -6 :00
7 :00-9 :00
7 :30

8:30

9:15

Lunch on your own
Regist ration
Suppertime
Registration continues
Opening assembly (Alta Room)
WELCOME: Robert 0. Lankenati. President. Na-
tional Association of the Deaf and Director of

the Workshop
KEYNOTE AnDi.4 "The Critical Need for
Leadership"Don G. Pettingill
BLACKOUT SKETCHES: Victor H. Galloway.
directing with a cast of odd characters
INSTI:UCTIONS: R. Sanderson, Assistant
Director

8:15
10:00

1:30
3 :30
3 : 15
5 :15

(10

ASSEMBLY. Alta RoomDEAF CENSUS:
Fred Schreiber
Move to GROUP SESSIION
BREAK. Coffee and jukes

GROUP SESSION Ii
LUNCH. All participants will lunch together
in Alta Room
GROUP SESSION III
BREAK. Coffee and soft drinks
GROUP SESSION IV
Adjourn for the evening. No events scheduled.



had), Allguit 15

8:30 ASSEMBLY (Alta 116om)
Al PtmentelOrganizing a state or local Registry
of Interpreters. Panel of participants, one from
each group to speak ott "How i'll Apply What I

am Learning Here- spontaneousb. No more than
8 minutes each.

9:45 BREAK Coffee and juices
10:00 ',MKT SESSION V
12:00 Noon LUNCH. All participants will lunch together

in the Promenade A & B Rooms
1:30 GROUP SESSION VI
3:30 BREAK. Coffee and soft drinks
1:00 SWIMMING!

No events scheduled for the evening.

.Saunda.). Augnit 16

9:00
11 :00
11 :15

12:00 Noon

GROUP SESSION VII
BREAK. Coffee and juices
ASSEMBLY (Alta Room) Summary and re-
sponse
LUNCH
DEPARTURES

or.mr NT # f+7

ERIC Clearifi7house

MAR 2 7 1971

oil Adult .Loucatiori

458.977
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